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Extremely rare satirical print series lampooning Louis XIV with the total eclipse of the Sun King,
showing 1 major and at least 3 minor variants not recorded in the literature
1. [ALL ARD, Carel]. Koninglyke almanach: beginnende met den aanvang der oorlog, van anno 1701 .... Waer in duydelijk de loop der zon
der ongeregtigheid, met zyn eclipsen, of de regtvaardige straf des heemels, door XVIII zinnbeelden in koopere plaaten vertoond word; ... |
Almanach royal. Commencant[!] avec la guere de l’an 1701 jusques .... ou est exactement observé le cours du soleil d’injustice; avec ses eclips;
ou la juste punition du ciel. Demonstré dans XVIII emblemes. ...
“Paris” [= Amsterdam], “imprimé â l’imprimerie royale du Petit Louis” [= Carel Allard, 1706?]. Small 2° (32 × 21 cm). Engraved print series with
an engraved title-page and 24 engraved prints (9 single-page and 15 double-page; 18 bound in and 6 loosely inserted), the double-page prints
with extensive letterpress text flanking and/or below the engraving. Contemporary marbled-paper wrappers.
€ 8750
Extremely rare complete emblematic print series (plus alternative versions of several prints) mercilessly satirizing and ridiculing King Louis XIV of France, his grandson King Philip V of Spain, the Marquise de
Maintenon (whom Louis XIV had secretly married after she had been his mistress for years), many others
in Louis XIV’s court and his allies in the War of the Spanish Succession (1700/01–1714). Most prints, like
the title-page, have texts in both Dutch and French. The title and many of the prints gleefully note the
total eclipse of the sun that occurred on 12 May 1706, supposedly the day Philip V abandoned his siege of
Barcelona (which had been taken by the British six months earlier), presenting it as the total eclipse of the
Sun King.
In 1877 Muller noted the “great rarity” of all these prints, surviving in far fewer numbers than satirical prints
of poorer quality and less importance. “Their value as expressions of the spirit and life of the common people
is inestimable: indeed, there is almost no period in our history for which we possess such a rich treasure of
prints.” They also influenced the better known series on the 1720 South Sea Bubble, two of the present prints
serving as direct models for prints in that series. The title-page attributes the emblems to “the leading masters
of our century” and some of the plates have been attributed to Romeyn de Hooghe and/or someone from
his school, Laurens Scherm and the publisher Carel Allard himself.
Although no two copies of the print series have the same makeup, and many of the emblems exist in variant
forms, the present set of prints includes the engraved title-page, at least one of each of the 19 emblems noted
by Muller, and two versions of some, so it may be called “complete”. The present copy includes a major
variant not recorded by Muller (or elsewhere).
With 6 prints loosely inserted, 3 of them with a slightly tattered fore-edge, 1 also with a marginal tear along
an old fold repaired with tape, and 1 bound print slightly browned, but still generally in very good condition.
The spine of the marbled wrapper is mostly lost and the sides rubbed, with a few small and minor tears and
stains, but the binding structure remains sound. One of the best and most extensive copies of an extremely
rare and important popular satirical print series from the War of the Spanish Succession.
Engraved title plus [25] engraved plates., some with letterpress text. Atlas van Stolk 3182; Brunet I, pp. 194–195; Cohen, col. 28; KVK &
WorldCat (3 copies); Muller, Historieplaten 3038–3071. ☞ More on our website

Pamphlet on free will,
by a prominent Lutheran reformer
2. AMSDORF, Nicolaus von. Offentliche Bekentnis der reinen
Lehre des Evangelii, und Confutatio der itzigen Schwermer. ... Item ein
Register Illyrici, etlicher bittern unwarheiten Menii und anderer.
Jena, Thomas Rewart, 1558. Small 4° (18.5 × 14.5 cm). With two woodcut
initials. Modern half cloth.
€ 2000
First issue of the first and only edition of a pamphlet on the “true Evangelical
doctrine”, by the German Lutheran theologian and reformer Nicolaus von
Amsdorf (1483–1565). The pamphlet was published after Johann Pfeffinger
held two disputations on the nature of free will. This pamphlet “... reproduced
Pfeffinger’s teaching in distorted form, maintaining that Pfeffinger and his colleagues had taught that human beings can prepare themselves for grace by their
own free will and situate themselves so that God can give them grace...” (Kolb).
The text is followed by a section against the “bitter falsehoods” as believed by
Justus Menius (1499–1558) and others. Included at the end is a brief and sharp
reply by Pfeffinger.
A few marginal water stains, otherwise in very good condition.
[28] ll. Kolb, Lutheran ecclesiastical culture: 1550–1675, pp. 47–48; VD16, A2381 (A2382, the second issue).
☞ More on our website

A voice against the abolition of slavery
3. [MASSERA, Adiussi (pseud.) = G.P.C. van BREUGEL]. Eene stem uit
Suriname in het belang der negerslaven. Onderzoekt en oordeelt.
Utrecht, J.G. Broese, 1855. 8°. Modern wrappers.
€ 500
A rare pamphlet, curiously enough against (immediate) abolition of slavery. In this text,
dated Paramaribo, March 1855, the anonymous author – an owner of an estate (plantation) in Surinam – tries to argue that abolition will not only have disastrous consequences for the Dutch colony of Surinam as a whole, but also for the slaves themselves.
As workers on the plantations they are undoubtedly better off than as free people:
see the terrible circumstances in Barbados, Demerary etc. where the liberation of the
slaves has led to idleness, poverty, disorder and fornication (based on the Surinaamsche
Weekblad of 1 October 1854).
Title-page browned and brittle.
30 pp. Cat. der Surinaamsche koloniale bibliotheek, 1862. 65 II a; OCLC 64606102. ☞ More on our website

Pamphlet on Saudi Arabia
4. [ARAB SUPPORT COMMIT TEE]. Struggle, oppression and
counter-revolution in Saudi Arabia.
Berkeley, CA, Arab Support Committee, [ca. 1973]. With a map of the
Arabian peninsula. Original publisher’s wrappers.
€ 375
Revolutionary pamphlet published by the Arab Support Committee in Berkeley,
containing translations of three articles originally published in 1972 in the journal
of the People’s Democratic Party of Saudi Arabia. The three articles concern
statements regarding the economy and politics of Saudi Arabia, particularly in
its relation to the state of South Yemen.
With an owner’s annotation on the title-page. Wrapper partly discoloured and
with a few smudges inside.
[5], 25 pp. ☞ More on our website

Eyewitness account of the Dutch massacre of thousands of Chinese
in and around Batavia in October 1740
5. [PAMPHLET – BATAVIA]. Kort verhaal van d’oproer der
Chineesen, op het eiland Java, dog voornamentlyk wegens de stad Batavia,
voorgevallen in de maand October des jaers 1740.
[Amsterdam?, 1741]. 4°. 19th-century brown wrappers.
€ 3950
Very rare first and only edition of a short but very detailed eyewitness account
of one of the most violent and terrible events in Dutch colonial history: the
pogrom in which Dutch soldiers and native collaborators killed ethnic Chinese
residents of the city of Batavia (now Jakarta). The anonymous author appears
to have been a Dutch soldier, for he notes that “we” had only 3000 able men,
“we” lost only 100 men, Chinese were killed by “ours” and that even at the time
of writing, after order was restored in the city, “our folk” were still killing many
Chinese outside the city. He must have written in the last week of November
1740, for he refers to the 22nd of “this month” November. He clearly accepts the
massacre as justified and shows no sympathy for the Chinese. The violence in
the city lasted from 9 to 22 October 1740, with, as the present account shows,
Dutch troops continuing to kill Chinese outside the city walls until at least the
last week of November. Historians have estimated that at least 10,000 ethnic
Chinese were massacred, almost a quarter of the Batavian population; just 600
to 3,000 are believed to have survived, so about 80 or 90 percent of the Chinese
were massacred.
The massacre figures heavily in Dutch literature and is also cited as a possible
etymology for the names of several areas in present day Jakarta.
The pamphlet’s printer and place of publication remain a puzzle. It was almost
certainly produced by a Dutch printer in the Netherlands or in Batavia. The
VOC’s printing office in Batavia seems to have been barely functioning at this
date, believed to have been printed in Batavia in or soon after 1741.
In good condition.
8 pp. Knuttel 17177; STCN (2 copies); J.Th. Vermeulen, De Chineezen te Batavia en de troebelen van
1740, Leiden University thesis (1938); WorldCat (same 2 copies); cf. A.R.T. Kemasang, “The 1740 massacre of
Chinese in Java: curtain raiser for the Dutch plantation economy’, in: Bulletin of concerned Asian scholars,
14 (1982), pp. 61–71; P. Hagen, Koloniale oorlogen in Indonesië (2018), pp. 206–212; E. Vanvugt, Zwartboek
van Nederland oversee (2002), pp. 142–145. ☞ More on our website

Rare pamphlet
on the capitulation of Bonn
6. [BONN]. Kurtze Relation, was massen die Meuterey
unnd unerhörte Verrhäterey, schändtlich Ubergebung der
Statt Bon[n] und lieferung des Herren Obersten, Herrn
Carlen des heyligen römischen Reichs Erbtruckses, ... auch
andern Befelchshabern, sich zugetragen.
“Edenberg” [= Basel?], 1584. Small 4° (18.5 × 14.5 cm). With an
arabesque decoration on title-page (plus 1 repeat as a tailpiece)
and a woodcut gothic decorated initial. Sewn.
€ 1250
One of four rare editions (all printed in the same year) of a pamphlet
on the capitulation of Bonn in January 1584, during the Cologne
War (1583–1589). Bonn was the capital city of the ArchbishopPrince Elector of Cologne, Gebhard, Truchsess of Waldburg, who
in 1582 had converted to Calvinism. When he refused to relinquish the Electorate the remaining Catholics elected another
archbishop, Ernst of Bavaria, of the House of Wittelsbach. This
conflict soon escalated in an all-out war. Bonn was governed by
Karl von Waldburg (1548–1593), who was appointed stadtholder
in 1583 by his brother Gebhard.
The sewing has come loose between the quires, but otherwise in
very good condition, with only a small chip at the head of the
title-page.
[12] ll. VD16 K 2671 (6 copies); Weller, Die falschen und fingierten Druckorte (1858), p.
5 & (1864), p. 7. ☞ More on our website

An unrecorded broadsheet
listing VOC officials dismissed for misconduct
in Batavia and Ceylon
7. [VOC – BROADSHEET]. Lyst der opontbodene persoonen, van
Batavia en het eyland Ceylon.
[Amsterdam for posting in Ceylon and Batavia?], [VOC], [1731?]. Folio
(30 × 18,5 cm). 
€ 1950
An unrecorded broadsheet, probably intended as a bill to be publicly posted in
Batavia and Ceylon, with a list of names of VOC officials in Batavia and Ceylon
whom the Heeren XVII (the VOC’s board of directors in the Netherlands) had
dismissed for misconduct and summoned back to the Netherlands. A few private
individuals were also ordered to leave the East Indies. The officials listed include
the VOC’s Governor-General of the Dutch East Indies Diederik Durven, his
Director-General Cornelis Hasselaar and the Governor of Ceylon Stephanus
Versluys. When the Heeren XVII dismissed these officials on 9 October 1731,
they appointed Dirk van Cloon to replace the disgraced Diederik Durven as
Governor General and apparently also Michiel Westpalm as Director there and
Diderik van Domburgh as Governor of Ceylon, replacing Cornelis Hasselaar
and Stephanus Vercluys respectively, but the news reached Batavia only on 28
May 1732.
The left margin is slightly frayed and the head margin trimmed to about a half
cm, without affecting the text. With traces of creases from former folds.
[1] leaf. Cf. Knuttel 16824; Landwehr 1010; for the circumstances: A.K.A. Gijsberti Hodenpijl, ‘Het
ontslag en het opontbod van ... Diderik Durven op 9 October 1731’, in: Bijdragen tot de taal-, land – en
volkenkunde, 73 (1917), pp. 178–218; Hodenpijl, ‘De overgang van het bestuur van Ceylon ... 1732–1733’, in:
Bijdragen voor vaderlandsche geschiedenis, VI (1919?), pp. 297–329. ☞ More on our website

Ordinance against robbery and violence
perpetrated by whalers
in the Davis Strait against the local Inuit
8. [BROADSHEET – STATES GENERAL]. Placaet [=
Placaat, verbodt tegens doen van insolentie aan de bewoonders
en naturellen der Straat Davids door onderdaanen van den Staat,
den 18. November 1720.].
The Hague, Paulus Scheltus, [18 November 1720]. 4° broadsheet.
With the woodcut coat-of-arms of the States General at the top
and a woodcut initial with the same coat-of-arms. Folded and
bound in modern marbled boards.
€ 1250
Ordinance against robbery, violence and even murder perpetrated by
officers, whalers and sailors fishing in the Labrador Sea and Davis Strait,
West of Greenland, against the local inhabitants, the indigenous Inuit
peoples. The punishments are very severe and are explicitly stated at
length, including the death penalty. It notes that violence is improper
and illegitimate for a civil nation and an impediment to profitable
trading and whaling.
The ordinance was reprinted in the Groot placaet-boeck (vol. V, 1725, pp.
1581–1582) which refers to it as: “Placaat, verbodt tegens doen van insolentie aan de bewoonders en naturellen der Straat Davids door onderdaanen van den Staat, den 18. November 1720”.
In good condition. A very rare broadsheet: we have located no other
copy.
[1] leaf. Groot placaet-boeck, vol. V (to 1720; The Hague, Is. & Jac. Scheltus, 1725), pp. 1581–1582
with references to vol. III, pp. 1361–1368; and vol. IV, pp. 1354–1365; not in Knuttel; STCN. ☞
More on our website

The destruction of the Anglo-Dutch fleet near Dunkirk
9. [CÁDIZ EXPEDITION]. Relacion verdadera de la extraordinaria tormenta
que ha tenido la armade Olandesa, y Inglesa, que estava sobre Dunquerque, y de
como los nuestros le tomaron, y destruyeron toda su pescaria, y otros varios successos.
Lisbon, Pedro Craesbeeck, 1625. Folio. Not bound.
€ 2000
Rare Spanish propagandistic news publication emphasizing the success of the Spanish fleet
against the English and Dutch during the Anglo-Spanish and Eighty Years’ War, discussing
the heavy losses of the Anglo-Dutch fleet on their way to Cádiz in 1625. In 1624, negotiations
for the marriage between Charles, Prince of Wales, son of King James I, and the Spanish
infanta Maria, sister of Philip IV, broke down and war broke out because the Spanish court
could not accept a marriage as long as Charles refused to convert to Catholicism. In 1625, the
English prepared a fleet to sail to Spain, more specifically Cádiz, an important trading port
of the Spanish silver fleet.
In October 1625, approximately 100 ships, including 15 Dutch warships, sailed for Cádiz.
Soon the ships were plagued with difficulties, especially storms. Many ships were left barely
seaworthy and it caused major delays. On 1 November 1625 fleet entered the Bay of Cádiz, but
in the end, the mission failed.
The present publication can be seen as Spanish propaganda presented as “news”, emphasizing
their victories. While sailing to Cádiz, the Anglo-Dutch fleet came in heavy weather near
Dunkirk. The text describes in great detail how ships went down or how they were captured,
but also the drowning of many people on board. The present publication in Spanish was
printed in Lisbon, in 1625 still under the rule of the Spanish monarchs (the Crown of Portugal
was united with the Crowns of Castile and Aragon from 1580 to 1640). It is an outstanding
example of the Spanish annus mirabilis, praising the Spanish victories during the wars with
England and the Dutch Republic.
Edges frayed and slightly browned, with a few spots, the two leaves nearly separated at the
fold, some minor foxing and a small jagged tear in the second leaf with minor loss of text.
Otherwise in good condition. A rare piece of news and propaganda on the successes of the
Spanish fleet against the Dutch and English ships.
[3], [1 blank] pp. Ensayo de bibliografía marítima Española 2467; Palau 257848; Pohler, Bibliotheca Historico-Militaris,
p. 246; USTC 5025988 (9 copies); Wilkinson & Lorenzo (eds.), Iberian Books 55774; WorldCat (1 copy? noting no place of
publication or publisher’s name). ☞ More on our website

A Portuguese ambassador’s stay
at the Chinese imperial court of Emperor Qianlong:
splendour, hospitality and kindness
10. [CHINA – ANONYMOUS]. Noticia admiravel, e curiosa relaçam
do grande Imperio da China; refere-se a despedida, que no mesmo Imperio
fez o embaixador Portuguez, que chegou ao presente a esta Cidade em a náo
proximamente vinda de Macáo, em o primeiro de Setembro de 1755. Com as
individuaes acçoens politicas uzadas por aquelles nascionaes, e outras muitas
noticias.
Lisbon, Domingos Rodrigues, 1755. 4°. With a woodcut title vignette.
Disbound.
€ 2250
Very rare first and only edition of an anonymous account of the voyage of the
Portuguese ambassador to China, Francisco Xavier de Assiz Pacheco en Sampaio
Cavalleiro and his counselor to Imperial China, and more specifically of his stay at
the imperial court of Emperor Qianlong (1711–1799), the 5th Emperor of the Qingdynasty, reigning from 1735 to 1796. The work opens with a short description of the
constantly changing name of the Chinese Empire, caused by the fact that the name
changes based on the reigning family, and a little geographical information. Then
the author gives a detailed description of the ambassador’s visit to the imperial court,
where he received an extremely hospitable and friendly welcome.
The present work is extremely rare. WorldCat reports only two copies, at the
University of Minnesota and Indiana University, and other sources only two more
(both at the National Library in Lisbon). A highly interesting short account on the
imperial court of Emperor Qianlong of China, briefly described in all its splendour.
Slight water stains in the left margin and two wormholes in the upper left corner,
very slightly browned, otherwise in good condition.
8 pp. Catálogo da colleação de miscelâneas 6 (1972), 7974; KVK (2 copies); Porbase (same 2 copies); WorldCat
29132403 (2 copies); not in Palau. ☞ More on our website

Very rare and intriguing Portuguese description
of the glorious realm of China,
including some remarks on Korea
11. [CHINA]. Relaçam curiosa das grandezas do Reino da China, noticia
da sua situaçam, fortalezas, rios, e lugares notaveis. Com toda a individuaçaõ
das particularidades do seu regiment, costumes, e religiaõ; a fórma como se
portaõ com os seus superiores, e subalternos; huma conta infalivel de seus
habitadores, assim Paganos, como Christãos, em toda a sua grande vastidaõ,
declarãdo suas respectivas Nações; e finalmente os seus formidaveis exercitos
de soldados, assim infantes, como de cavalo.
Lisbon, Pedro Ferreira, printer to the Queen [Mariana Victoria], 1762. Small
4°. With a woodcut decoration on the title-page and a woodcut factotum.
Disbound.
€ 1950
First and only edition of an extremely rare description of China by an anonymous
18th-century traveller, probably a Portuguese missionary. Although only 8 pages long,
it provides the reader with a quite extensive and varied set of observations about
18th-century China. It not only provides some topographic and demographic facts,
but also discusses for example the hydrography, religion, customs, houses and gardens,
as well as more military matters such as fortifications, the army and some information
about the infantry. Noteworthy are the paragraphs on Korea, described as a peninsula
of China, noting that little was then known about it because they limited their contact
with the rest of the world more and more. Besides some geographical remarks on
Korea’s provinces, towns and cities, it also describes the king of Korea as a vassal of the
king of China, and depicts the Korean people as humble, obedient and shy.
The work is very rare: we have located only six other copies and we have traced no
copy ever recorded on the market except for the present one. At the foot of the last
page it includes an eight-line publisher’s advertisement for other books (including
some 16mos), some probably even rarer and possibly unrecorded.
Edges slightly frayed, very slightly browned, but otherwise in very good condition.
8 pp. Biblioteca Geral de Universidade Coimbra, Catálogo da colecção de miscelâneas 7987 (tomo 6: 1972);
Bibliotheca Sinica 2.0, 13.12.2013 (1 copy); Catálogo Coletivo Bibliotecas Açores (1 copy); KVK & WorldCat (4 copies,
including that in Bib. Sin. 2.0); not in Cordier, Sinica; Lust; Palau; Wiener China-Bibliographie; for the printer see:
Brito, “As marcas de Pedro Ferreira”, in: Cultura, 33 (2014), pp. 141–155 (https://doi.org/10.4000/cultura.2402). ☞
More on our website

Early Tasmanian printing in the Maori language
12. [COLENSO, William]. Ko te tuarua o nga pukapuka waki; hei wakakite
atu i nga hanga a te Hahi o Roma.
Hobart (Tasmania), Rowland Skipsey Waterhouse and Jabez(?) Waterhouse,
1840. 12°. Side stitched, but never bound.
€ 1750
First edition, printed in Tasmania in the Maori language, of an anti-Catholic pamphlet
by William Colenso (1811–1899), printer, missionary, botanist and explorer in New
Zealand, containing three dialogues between “Rapupono” (“Truth Seeker”) and
“Aroha Pono” (“True Love”, the pen-name Colenso used in his religious polemics)
exposing what he saw as six errors in the Roman Catholic Church. These are additional to six that he had discussed in a pamphlet with three similar dialogues earlier
in the same year.
In very good condtion.
24 pp. Ferguson 3055b; T.M. Hocken, Bibl. New Zealand literature, p. 517; H.W. Williams, Bibliography of
printed Maori (1924/1975), 63. ☞ More on our website

Early New Zealand printing in the Maori language
13. [COLENSO, William]. He kupu wakatupato, ...
[Paiha, Mission Press], 1842. 8°. Never sewn, stitched or bound.

€ 850

First edition, printed in New Zealand in the Maori language, of the anti-Catholic missionary William Colenso’s account of the order of service followed by the Anglican Bishop
of London for the reception of three Roman Catholic priests. Although the pamphlet was
printed by the press that the author established, he had largely turned it over to others in
1840. When the press printed his own works, however, it is possible that he once again
played a larger role.
With a small hole repaired, slightly tattered at the edges and minor foxing and stains, but
still in good condition.
7, [1] pp. Hocken, p. 518; Williams 84. ☞ More on our website

War of words on perspective, conic sections,
cutting architectural stones and making sundials: the Jesuit versus the Cartesian
14. [DUBREUIL, Jean] and others. Advis charitables sur les diverses oeuvres, et
feuilles volantes du Sr. Girard Desargues Lyonois ...
With: (2) [DUBREUIL, Jean]. Diverses methodes universelles, et nouvelles, en
tout ou en partie pour faire des perspectives. ...
Paris, Melchior Tavernier, François l’Anglois, dit Chartres, 1642. 2 works (4 & 2 parts)
in 1 volume. 4° (25.5 × 18 cm). The first work in 4 parts. It lacks two small engraved
plates. The second work with 10 full-page engravings on integral leaves. Half white
sheepskin parchment (ca. 1900?).
€ 22 500
Very rare and important first editions forming the culmination of an on-going war of words
on perspective, conic sections, cutting stones for architectural use and making sundials, with
the Parisian Jesuit architect Jean Dubreuil (1602–1670) attacking the Lyonese mathematician
and engineer Girard Desargues (1591–1661), who spent much time in Paris in the circles of
Descartes, Fermat and Pascal (the young Blaise and his father) and pioneered the modern
principles of perspective drawing. Ironically the publications on both sides of this war came
from the same printing and publishing office. Desargues’s rigorously mathematical Exemple
de l’une des manieres universelles ... touchant la practique de la perspective ... (Paris, 1636), is
now recognized as the pioneering work on the mathematics of projective geometry, the key
to understanding the principles of perspective. Although Dubreil’s two present works do not
explicitly cite it, both respond to Desargues’s criticisms and the title-page of the Advis charitables cites Desargues’s later publications that reiterated parts of his 1636 treatise and added
further material.
With a neat manuscript list of the contents and reference to the 1864 edition of Desargues’s
works on the front paste-down. Two parts of the first work each lacking one small engraved
plate, as noted, but no complete copy with all parts has been located. Otherwise a good copy
and including the two integral blank leaves. With traces of a blue, 19th-century blue paper
wrapper stuck to the first title-page, covering two letters in the title, and some water stains and
spotting in the second work. A very rare pair of works on perspective and related matter, part
of a dispute concerning methods of using perspective.
Extensive description available on request.
Ad 1: [4], [4]; 10; 14, [2 blank]; 17, [3 blank] pp.; Ad 2: [15] pp., 10 double-page spreads, [1 blank] p. BAL 338 note
(mentioning ad 1 & ad 2, without noting ad 1 part I); Taton, L’oeuvre ... de G. Desargues (1951), pp. 50 ff. (ad 1 & ad 2);
WorldCat (7 copies of ad 1, none with all parts and plates; 7 copies of ad 2). ☞ More on our website

Contemporary Dutch manuscript translation of 1607 letter
from the King of Siam to the Prince of Orange
15. EKATHOTSAROT, King of Ayutthaya (Siam/Thailand). Translaet van eenen brieff geschreven in gout ende bij den Coninck van
Syam gesonden aen Sijn Excellentie Mauritio de Nassau.
[The Hague?, ca. 1608]. Folio (34 × 21 cm). Dutch manuscript translation of a 1607 letter from Ekathatsarot, King of Ayutthaya (Siam/Thailand)
to Maurits of Nassau, Prince of Orange (received in 1608), distributed as a manuscript newspaper.
€ 28 000
A contemporary Dutch manuscript translation of a letter written late in 1607 by King Ekathotsarot
of Ayutthaya, sent with the first Siamese embassy to the Netherlands and addressed to the Dutch
stadtholder Maurits of Nassau, Prince of Orange, who received it in September 1608. We have found
no printed version of the present text, it supplies details that we have not found in any other source,
giving the present document the greatest importance for understanding the earliest diplomatic relations
between Siam and the Dutch Republic and throwing light on activities of the VOC (Dutch East India
Company) in its earliest years. Ekathotsarot’s letter proposes a friendship and alliance between the two
nations, requests various goods and military aid against the Portuguese in “Tanassery”.
The principal goal of the VOC, established in 1602, was to advance Dutch trade with Asia, especially
the East Indies and China. In 1604, a VOC representative in Siam learned that the King of Siam sent
an annual embassy to China and he hoped that a Dutch representative could accompany the next
embassy and try to open trade between China and the Dutch Republic. The Dutch were disappointed
in their hopes to use Siam as a stepping stone to trade with China, but the Siamese did allow the VOC
to establish trading posts at Sangora in 1607 and Ayutthaya in 1608. In late 1607 Ekathotsarot sent
an embassy of five people (of which two ambassadors) to visit the Dutch Republic and they brought
with them his letter to the Dutch stadtholder, whom the Dutch and Siamese called the “King of
Holland” in their correspondence.
The manuscript was formerly folded, with contemporary or near contemporary notes, “Zeitung aus
India” on the outside of the folded leaf and “Nova ex India” in the upper right segment of the back
of the unfolded leaf. So it was clearly distributed as a manuscript newspaper. With a few tiny holes in
the paper along the old folds, not affecting the text, and a small marginal tear and stain at the foot,
but otherwise in very good condition.
[1] leaf. For the 1608 embassy: J. Anderson, English intercourse with Siam in the seventeenth century (1890), p. 38; J.J.L. Duyvendak,
“The first Siamese embassy to Holland”, in: T’oung Pao XXXII (1936), pp. 285–292; Lach & Van Kley III, pp. 47, 394; www.vocsite.
nl/geschiedenis/handelsposten/siam.html; H. Zoomers & H. Zuidervaart, Embassies of the King of Siam sent to his excellency Prince
Maurits, ... (2008). ☞ More on our website

Politics of the Arab World
as seen by the Labour Party in 1959
16. ENNALS, David & Ian CAMPBELL. Middle East Issues.
London, Fabian International Bureau, February 1961. 8°. Original
printed paper covers.
€ 200
Published by the The Fabian International Bureau, which is part of the
The Fabian Society, this is no. 220 of the Fabian Research Series. The
Fabian Society is a forum for research and discussion within the British
Labour Movement. In the present pamphlet letters from the 1959 Middle
East studies working party of the National Executive Committee of the
Labour Party are revised and edited for publication by the Fabian Society
members David Ennals and Ian Campbell. The emphasis is on the Arab
world.
In very good condition.
29 pp. ☞ More on our website

Fireworks display at Dresden
17. [FIREWORKS – GERMANY ]. Heute werden
die Unterzeichneten die Ehre haben, ein großes WasserFeuerwerk nach Wiener Art, unter dem Namen: Die Jagd
der Riesenschlange, auf der Elbe, der Brühlschen Terrasse
gegenüber, abzubrennen.
[Dresden, 1829]. 1° broadside (46.7 × 39.1 cm).
€ 1500
A rare (unique?) broadside announcing a fireworks display at
the river Elbe (Dresden), organized by Franz Kölbel, a famed
pyrotechnician from Graz (Austria). The show was held on 5
September 1829, and reviewed in the Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst,
Literatur, Theater und Mode. The paper praised the spectacular
rockets, “deren ausgeworfenen Sterne so lange fortschimmerten
und so hoch in den Lüften hin schwebten, dass sie sich unter die
wirklichen Sterne zu verlieren schienen”. Franz Köbel also sold
fireworks at his shop in Graz.
Some soiling and staining, edges frayed, damaged at 2 folds
(small repairs). Overall in good condition.
Cf. Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, Literatur, Theater und Mode 118 (1 Oct. 1829), p.
979; for Kölbel: Steiermärckisches Intelligenzblatt zur Grätzer Zeitung 45 (21 March
1842), p. 172; not in KVK; WorldCat. ☞ More on our website

Italian manuscript criticizing contemporary France
in a dialogue between Muhammad and Colbert
18. [MANUSCRIPT – FRANCE]. Colloquio su’gli affari presenti del
1683 fatto nell’Inferno, tra Maometto, e monsieur Colbert, già ministro di
Francia.
[Italy, ca. 1684?]. Small 2° (29 × 20.5 cm). Manuscript in brown ink on laid
paper in a legible hand. Sewn.
€ 2500
Italian manuscript translation of a French pamphlet criticizing contemporary France
in the form of a dialogue between Muhammad and the recently deceased French
Minister of Finance Jean-Baptiste Colbert. The pamphlet refers to the aftermath of
the Battle of Vienna in 1683, in which the Ottoman Empire was defeated by the Holy
Roman Empire and its allies. Since France was also at war with the Holy Roman
Empire, Muhammad thanks Colbert for his help against their mutual enemy and,
to the Frenchman’s surprise, proclaims victory for the Christians. Colbert responds
that the goal has nevertheless been achieved: inflicting on France a regime comparable to that of the Ottoman Sultans, in which all the French live in a state of slavery.
The pamphlet was originally published in French as Entretien dans le royaume des
tenebres sur les affaires du temps entre Mahomet et monsieur Colbert with a false imprint
(Cologne, Pierre du Marteau) and probably printed in the Netherlands. It was subsequently published in Dutch and Spanish. We have found no record of a printed
edition in Italian, but several manuscripts in at least two different Italian translations are known to exist in Italian libraries.
The sewing has come loose, but the manuscript is otherwise in very good condition.
[54], [2 blank] pp. Drapeyron, «Un projet Français de conquête de l’empire Ottoman au XVIe et au XVIIe
siècles», Revue des deux mondes XVIII (1876), p. 145; cf. Mazzatinti, Inventari dei manuscritti delle biblioteche
d’Italia XIX, p. 156 & XXII, p. 11; Renaudet, Les sources de l’histoire de France aux Archives d’état de Florence, des
guerres d’Italie aÌ la révolution, 756. ☞ More on our website

British interpretership examination for Arabic
19. [GREAT BRITAIN – ARABIC]. Civil service commission pamphlet
containing the question papers of the preliminary and interpretership tests in Arabic
used at an examination held in June 1936 of the officers of the Royal Air Force.
Crown copyright reserved.
London, printed and published at Her Majesty’s Stationary Office, 1936. Folio.
Printed in English and Arabic. Original publisher’s printed paper wrappers, in later
blue paper wrappers.
€ 1250
British government publication of an interpretership examination for Arabic translation.
It provides the examination questions that officers in the Royal Air Force had to answer
correctly to pass as an interpreter of Arabic. The work contains several questions that include
translating Arabic texts printed in Arabic type.
Library stamp on foot of front cover, title-page and pp. 8 and 9: “Liverpool Public Libraries”.
In good condition.
10 pp. Consolidated List of Government Publications, 1936, p.147; not in WorldCat. ☞ More on our website

Directions for processions ordered by the Turkish Sultan Suleiman III:
a testimony of the problematic Turkish-European relations in the 17th century
20. [THE GREAT TURKISH WAR]. Traduction d’un exemplaire en
langue Turque contenant le detail & la description des processions des jeunes,
& des penitences que le grand seigneur dit Mahomet Soliman, Empereur Turk
du soleil levant, & du couchant, souverain seigneur des seigneurs, & veritable
successeur de la race du grand prophete Mahomet, a commandé de faire en tout
son empire.
Bordeaux, Pierre Abegou, 1687. 4°. With an engraved frontispiece portrait of
the Holy Roman Emperor Leopold I and (extra added) a portrait of the Polish
King Jan III Sobieski, by F. Jollain, inserted as a second frontispiece. Marbled
wrappers.
€ 9000
Very rare pamphlet published during the European wars against Turkey, with a frontispiece portrait of the Holy Roman Emperor Léopold I (1640–1705), Archduke of Austria
and King of Bohemia and Hungary. He succeeded his father Ferdinand III in 1657 and
immediately had to fight against the Turks in the Great Turkish War, also known as the
War of the Holy League (1683–1699). This war finally led to the Peace of Karlowitz in
1699.
This work gives directions and arrangements for ritual processions that the Turkish
Sultan Suleiman III ordered after his victories during the so-called Holy Wars against
the Christians. It is of great importance for our understanding of the problematic
Turkish-European relations during the 17th century, especially as an interesting example
of counter-propaganda. One of Suleiman III’s directions presented in the book, for
example, ordered that one Christian slave or one Jew was to be killed every fifteen
minutes as part of the procession. One can imagine the reaction of a Christian reading
this text: although the crusades were over, this could provoke war and violence between
the parties.
Wrappers worn and somewhat frayed, a few worm holes, but still in good condition.
[2], 7, [1] pp. Bibliotheca bibliographica Aureliana CX, XVIIe siècle, XIV (Bordeaux), 2176 (not mentioning the
portrait); cf. Desgraves (Bordeaux) 1580. ☞ More on our website

Magnificent engraving of Speelman’s victory over the Kingdom of Makassar
21. HOOGHE, Romeyn de. Victorien der Nederl. Geoct. O. Compagnie op het Koninkryck van Macasser door den Ed. heer C. Speelman.
[Amsterdam?, 1669]. Engraved view (40 × 54.5 cm), with two battle scenes on top, flanked by portraits of Speelman and Radjah Palacca, with in
the centre a laurel wreath with the monogram of the VOC, surrounded by Mars and Mercury, and a banderole with the title; and with letterpress
text below the view (11 × 54.5 cm), including two poems by the famous Dutch poet Joost van den Vondel and numbered keys referring to the
plate. Framed (75 × 81 cm).
€ 2950
A magnificent engraving, in its second state, depicting the
victory of the Dutch East India Company over the Kingdom
of Makassar. It shows the victories of Cornelis Speelman and
his ally, Radjah Palacca, King of the Bougainese, in the years
1666 to 1669, with their portraits together at the head, flanked
by two battle scenes: the left showing the victory over the
capital Samboupo and the right showing the capture of the
fortified settlements Glisson, Batta, etc. The view was engraved
by Romeyn de Hooghe, one of the greatest artists to come out
of the late Dutch Golden Age. In its present second state, it
includes numbers referring to the numbers in the letterpress key.
The plate itself depicts various events from the war, including
the siege of Bouton, the island called Makassar’s churchyard,
the surrender of the King of Makassar, houses, farms, etc.
Edges of the plate have been strengthened with some tiny repairs
to the corners and outer edges of the fold, mostly covered by
the passepartout. A very good copy.
Landwehr, R. de Hooghe, p. 59; Landwehr & V.d. Krogt, VOC 236; cf. Muller,
Historieprenten 2294. ☞ More on our website

Pamphlet advertising the independance of Hedjaz
22. [HUSSEIN BIN ALI, Sharif of Mecca and Frederick Stanley
MAUDE]. The king of Hedjaz and Arab independence ... together with
the proclamation issued at Baghdad by Lieut. – General Sir Stanley Maude,
after the occupation of that city by the British forces.
London, Hayman, Christy and Lilly Ltd., 1917. 8°. With a photographic
portrait of Hussein bin Ali for frontispiece and a folding facsimile proclamation (38 × 28 cm). Original stapled wrappers with red lettering on front
wrapper.
€ 2000
British pamphlet advertising the independence of Hedjaz from Ottoman rule. The
pamphlet includes a facsimile of the proclamation in Arabic pronouncing the Arab
peoples free from Turkish domination, an introduction about allied involvement,
the Monroe Doctrine and its role in the region, and more basic history behind the
eventual writing of the proclamation.
Some minor traces of use. In very good condition.
14, [1], [1 blank] pp. ☞ More on our website

First and only edition of a radical political pamphlet
built around an imaginary voyage.
A spin-off from Neville’s 1668 “Isle of Pines”
23. [IMAGINARY VOYAGE]. Verhael van den wonderlijken oproer,
voorgevallen in de provincie van Mallanbruino, gelegen een graed bezuiden
het eyland Pines: ende hoe de zelve is gestilt. t’Samenspraek tusschen drie
persoonen te wacht zijnde, Arent, Gijsbert, Dirck.
[Holland?], 1672. 4°. Later blue/grey paper wrappers.
€ 6850
First and only edition of a 1672 political pamphlet in the form of a spin-off from Henry
Neville’s very popular 1668 story of a voyage to the imaginary utopian/dystopian Isle
of Pines. The present story is written as a conversation between three militia men on
watch discussing the turbulent politics of 1672. One tells of his (fictitious) voyage
and several years residence on a (fictitious) utopian island called Mallanbruino in the
South Pacific. He says it is one degree south of the Isle of Pines. On Mallanbruino,
the industrious people were oppressed by an emperor but rose up and defeated him
with help from a prince, who also replaced the evil regents. They note the remarkable
similarities to events in the Dutch Republic. The island then set up a new and fairer
democratic representative political system, bringing peace and happiness to the island.
The three men conclude that the Dutch Republic should introduce such a system.
Some spots and a small restoration to the extremities of the title-page, otherwise in
good condition. A fascinating but little-known pamphlet building political propaganda around a story related to the popular imaginary voyage to the Isle of Pines.
8 pp. Knuttel 10600; M. Reinders, Printed pandemonium, pp. 195–199; not in Ford; Gove; Scheckter. ☞ More
on our website

A rare pamphlet incriminating the Shah of Iran
24.
[IRANIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION NEW YORK].
WANTED. SHAH of IRAN by the Iranian people for the murders committed
below (only after 1953).
New York, Iranian Student Association, [ca. 1974]. Folio. With 4 illustrations
of the Shah.Pamphlet.
€ 1250
Very rare pamphlet by the Iranian Student Association in New York against the last Shah
of Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi (1919–1980), who reigned from 1941 to 1979, incriminating him for 58 “murders” between 1953 and 1974. The Iranian Student Association
was one of the main anti-Shah propaganda machines, however the Iranian regime
violently tried to suppress everyone who dared to challenge the Shah. The pamphlet lists
the executions of specific persons (for example the Iranian world wrestling champion
Takhti and Premier Mossaddegh’s Minister of Justice Dr. Lotfi), but also the imprisonment of more than 25,000 political prisoners and their harassment and torture.
In very good condition.
The making of Iran’s Islamic revolution: from monarchy to Islamic republic, p. 62 ☞ More on our website

Setting diamonds, gems
and other precious stones:
an important royal privilege
granted by King Joseph I of Portugal
to August Ludwig Thimne
25. JOSEPH I, King of Portugal Eu Elrey. Faço saber aos que
este alvará virem, que por parte de Augusto Ludevico Thimne, de
naçaõ alemãa, assistente na cidade do Porto, me foi representado, que
havia descuberto o segredo de fabricar as folhetas para a cravaçaõ dos
diamantes.
Ajuda (district of Lisbon), Palacio de Nossa Senhora (“reprinted by
Miguel Rodrigues”), 22 August 1766. Folio. Disbound, folded. € 600
Rare royal proclamation, issued 22 August 1766 by King Joseph I of Portugal
(1714–1750–1777) and registered and certified by his secretary Joaquim Joseph
Borralho, granting August Ludwig Thimne the exclusive privilege and patent
for ten years to set up a factory in Porto or Lisbon to produce foil from silver
and other metals for setting diamonds and other precious stones. The proclamation forbids the import of contraband foil into Portugal, giving Thimne
the sole rights to the production and sale of the foil. Thimne discovered how
to manufacture foil to set diamonds and other gems and stones in 18th-century Portugal, where the setting of diamonds and gems and the creation of
spectacular jewellery became more and more important.
A highly interesting proclamation on the Portuguese diamond and gemstone
industry, especially on underlaying with foil as an appearance modification
technique used for 18th-century Portuguese jewelry, not only granting Thimne
a privilege, but also regulating the production for the Portuguese market.
The bifolium is almost completely torn into two leaves on the fold line, but
otherwise in very good condition.
pp. 199–201, [blank 202]. Portuguese and Brazilian books in the John Carter Brown Library, 1537 to
1839 (2009), 766/5; WorldCat 81024902? (no copy listed); 460587852 (1 copy of the whole ed.). ☞ More on
our website

Dutch translation of an account of the Battle of Leipzig in 1813
26. KOTZEBUE, August von (attributed). Geschiedkundig tafereel van den aftogt der Franschen na de bataille by Leipzig, van den 16. Tot
den 19. October 1813. Een pendant tot den Aftogt der Franschen uit Rusland.
Amsterdam, Evert Maaskamp, 1814. 8°.Original publisher’s printed wrapper.
€ 650
Dutch translation of an account of the Battle of Leipzig in
October 1813 and the subsequent French retreat, attributed
to the German dramatist and diplomat August von Kotzebue
(1761–1819). Originally published anonymously as Der Rückzug
der Franzosen nach der Schlacht bei Leipzig and possibly printed
in Russia, the pamphlet was presented as a companion piece to
an account of the French retreat from Russia in 1812 which was
also translated and published by Maaskamp.
With Amsterdam and most of the Netherlands abandoned by
the French, the publisher Maaskamp (1769–1834) published
numerous accounts of the recent events, listed on the inside of
the wrapper, that had led to the French retreat all over Europe.
The author of the pamphlet appears to have been a Saxon living
in Leipzig as well as an enthusiastic German patriot, which
seems to disqualify the attribution to Kotzebue, who was mostly
pro-Russian and would ultimately be murdered for ridiculing
German nationalism. Nevertheless, the author shares Kotzebue’s
low opinion of the French bulletins, which he portrays as full of
air.
With the bookplate and stamp of the Luyken family at Landfort
(Megchelen). The front of the wrapper and the title page browned
and foxed and the final 5 leaves and back of the wrapper with a
waterstain. Otherwise in good condition.
39 pp. Knuttel 23648. ☞ More on our website

Colour-printed emblematic polemics for and against war with the Ottoman Empire
27. [L A HAYE, Jean de]. Peristromata Turcica, sive dissertatio
emblematica, praesentem Europae statum ingeniosis coloribus
repraesentans.
With:
(2) [HARSDÖRFFER, Georg Philipp]. Germania deplorata, sive
relatio, qua pragmatica momenta belli pacisque expenduntur.
(3) [MIL AG, Martin]. Aulaea Romana, contra Peristromata Turcica
expansa: sive dissertatio emblematica, concordiae Christianae omen
repraesentans.
(4) [Anonymous French critic of Cardinal RICHELIEU]. Gallia
deplorata, sive relatio, de luctuoso bello, quod rex Christianissimus
contra vicinos populos molitur.
[Nürnberg, Wolfgang Endter] (ad 1 with a false colophon: Paris, Toussaint
du Bray), 1641–1642. 4 editions published together in 1 volume. 4°. With
2 engraved title-plates plus 12 full-page engraved emblematic illustrations, all on integral leaves, each with a small plate nested in a larger
plate (7 in the Peristromata with a varying plate black and the same
outer plate of a Persian carpet in orange). Gold-tooled light brown calf
(ca. 1820?) by Charles Murton in London.
€ 25 000
Rare first and only Latin editions (probably the first and only early editions
in any language) of four closely related polemical pamphlets on European
policy toward the Ottoman Empire. The publication was instigated by the
prominent Nürnberg poet and jurist Georg Philipp Harsdörffer (1607–1658),
who somehow got access to the French manuscripts of the pro-Richelieu
Peristromata Turcica (Turkish carpets), and the anti-Richelieu Gallia deplorata,
translated them into Latin, edited them for publication and added what is
believed to be his own anti-French Latin rebuttal of the former, Germania
deplorata. On 26 November 1641 he sent all three to the Calvinist Prince Ludwig
of Anhalt-Köthen, founding president of the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft
in Weimar, who found the Peristromata Turcica shocking and dangerous, not
only for its content but also because its remarkable and “seductive” graphic
form. At a spring 1642 meeting of the society Ludwig initiated the writing and
production of an emblematic rebuttal, the Aulaea Romana (Roman tapestries).

Besides the political importance of these pamphlets as records of differing
European attitudes toward the Ottoman Empire, they are remarkable
graphic and typographic artefacts, early examples of colour printing and
important emblemata.
In 1536 François I had formed an alliance with the Ottoman Emperor
Suleiman the Magnificent, and for a century Franco-Ottoman relations
swung between extremes. Around 1626 Cardinal Richelieu began to
encourage noblemen to strengthen France’s economy by expanding its
maritime trade in the Middle East, Near East and beyond. But with its
great maritime power, the Ottoman Empire was not only a potentially
valuable trading partner but also a fierce competitor and even a military
threat to Europe’s trade in those regions. Richelieu therefore attempted to
form a Catholic union with the Holy Roman Empire and others to fight
against the Ottomans.
With owner’s inscription of the lawyer and diplomat Georg Achatz Heher
(1601–1667) and bookplate of Robert Hoe (1839–1909), one of the greatest
book collectors of all time. With the last quires (E–H) of the Aulaea Romana
misbound following the last quire (G) of Gallia. With a small marginal
worm hole in the first work and the first leaves of the second, and an occasional small marginal chip or tear, but still in good condition. The binding
with cracks in the hinges and some wear at the extremities, but otherwise
good. Although these four editions were clearly designed to be published
together, only about a dozen complete sets are known to survive, nearly all
in Germany, Austria and Poland.
46, [1], [1 blank]; [3], [1 blank], 34; 64; 51, [1 blank] pp. Faber de Four 497–500; Praz, pp.
448–449; M. Reinhart, “Georg Philipp Harsdörffer and the emblematic pamphlets of 1641–42 ...”,
in: Emblemata XX (2013), pp. 313–376 & XXI (2014), pp. 277–375; Stijnman & Savage, p. 46 (ad
1); not in Atabey; Blackmer. ☞ More on our website

The unfortunate expulsion of the Moriscos
in Spain in 1609 as ordered by Philip III
during the Twelve Years’ Truce
29. PHILIP III, King of Spain (Jan Huygen van
LINSCHOTEN, translator). Missive ofte placcaet van den
coninck van Spangien ghesonden aenden hartoch van Lerma,
aengaende het bannen ende verjaghen van de Moriscos, dat zijn
de oude landtsaten vant coninckrijck van Valencien in Spangien.
Enkhuizen, Jacob Lenaertsz Meyn, 1609. 4°. With an ornamental
woodcut title vignette and a woodcut initial. Modern marbled
paper over boards, new endpapers.
€ 2500
First edition of the Dutch translation by Jan Hughen van Linschoten
(ca. 1563–1611) of a proclamation decreed on 9 April 1609 by King Philip
III of Spain (1578–1621), ordering the Duke of Lerma, Francisco Gómez
de Sandoval y Rojas (1552/53 – 1625), to expel the Moriscos (Spanish
muslims who were forced by the Spanish crown and Roman Catholic
church to convert into Christianity) from Spain.
The present decree, which was adopted gradually by several Spanish territories (first Valencia, then Aragon, Catalonia, Andalusia, et cetera),
provided the Duke of Lerma free reign to carry out the expulsion of the
Moriscos by whatever means they see fit, to confiscate all their lands and
goods and to set an example for everyone who was sympathetic to the
Moors. Expelling the Moriscos from Spain, however, was a real mistake
and contributed to the decline of the Spanish reign. The expulsion of the
Moriscos led to depopulation and therefore to economic collapse. The
present proclamation was therefore of great importance for the Dutch
as during the Twelve Years’ Truce (1609–1621) the Dutch military war
with Spain changed into an economic war. An important decree in the
history of the Eight Years’ War (1568–1648) between the Dutch Republic
and Spain.
With some numbers in manuscript on the first two pages. Lacking the
blank leaf [A]4. With a few very minor spots on the first two leaves, very
slightly browned, but overall in good condition.
[3] ll. Knuttel 1630; STCN 830501231; Tiele 790. ☞ More on our website

The foreign politics of Spain
30. LIPSIUS, Justus. Sent-brief, in welcke hy antwoorde gheeft
aen een seker groot Heer op de vraghe, welck van dryen den
Coninck van Hispaengien best gheraden ware, oorloghe of pays
oft liever bestant met den Fransman, Engelsche ende Hollander.
Gheschreven den derden Januarij 1595.
Dusseldorf, Werner vander Horst, 1608. 4°. Wodcut ornament on
title, woodcut initial and endpiece. Disbound.
€ 250
One of at least five issues of this translation of a Latin letter by Justus
Lipsius to Francisco de San Víctores de la Portilla dated Louvain January
3, 1595, in which the author makes clear his thoughts on the foreign
politics Spain should aim for. According to the Bibliotheca Belgica this
pamphlet was evidently printed in The Netherlands.
He came to the Southern Netherlands in 1574, but again feeling uneasy
about the religious troubles he went to Leyden, where he became one of
the first professors at the Leyden University and conversed to Calvinism.
He was also teacher of Prince Maurice of Orange. But troubled here also
by a dispute with Coornhert about the execution of heretics, he returned
in 1592 to the Southern Netherlands and to Roman Catholicism. Still,
Lipsius’ fame remained undisputed and grew daily. He was easily the
most respected scholar and humanist of his time.
Good copy.
(7, 1 blank) pp. Knuttel 1496; Bibl. Belg. L 267 (‘évidemment imprimée en Hollande. Dusseldorf
est un nom de ville supposé.’), L 266 & L 268–70 (other issues). ☞ More on our website

Articles of association of the Dutch Whaling Company
31. [MARSELIS, J. & Th. van, and Coenraad BRANDLIGT]. Statuten der
Nederlandsche Walvischvisscherij-Maatschappij, te Amsterdam.
Amsterdam, C.A. Spin, 1843. 8°. With wood-engraved whale-hunting scene on titlepage. Original publisher’s printed paper wrappers, kept in a modern half-morocco
chemise and slipcase.
€ 750
Rare prospectus of the articles of association of the Dutch Whaling Company (Nederlandsche
Walvischvisscherij-Maatschappij), published to attract new shareholders. The company
estimated that they needed approximately 600,000 guilders (ca. € 6,300,000 today) for
the construction and rigging of five new ships. The work starts with an introduction in
praise of whaling, and especially the Dutch whale hunt, followed by 32 articles explaining
the companies constitution. The Dutch Whaling Company – which operated under a government-granted monopoly – was founded by Coenraad Brandligt who joined forces with
the merchant house Van Marselis. In the same year Brandligt also published an historical
overview of the Dutch whale fishery, urging to exploit different waters instead of the more
traditional locations such as Greenland and the Davis Strait. He recommended the Dutch
whalers to head for the Northwest Coast of North America.
With bookplate of G.J. Honing. In very good condition, only slightly browned with a few
dog-eared leaves. Edges of the wrappers somehwat frayed and partly split on spine.
23, [1 blank] pp. Jenkins, Bibl. of whaling, p. 148; Muller, America 1799; WorldCat (5 copies); for the company:
Schokkenbroek, Trying-out (2008), pp. 81–84. ☞ More on our website

The highlights of the siege of Oran by the Spanish in 1732, compiled into two pamphlets
32. MASCARENHAS, Jose Freire Monterroio. Oran conquistado ou
relacam histórica, em que se dà noticia desta Praça, da sua conquista, e da sua
perda, e restauraçaõ, colhida de varios avizos, ...
Lisbon, Pedro Ferreira, 1732. 2 works in 1 volume. 4°. With a full-page
woodcut map of Oran and surrounding forts, a letterpress siege plan representing troops with typographic ornaments.
With: (2) MASCARENHAS, Jose Freire Monterroio. Oran conquistado,
e defendido, relaçam historica em que se referem diariamente os successos
militares, que tem havido depois da conquista desta Praça, no seu territorio,
ate a Armada Real del Rey Catholico se recolher aos portos de Hespanha.
Parte II.
Lisbon, Pedro Ferreira, 1733. Half mottled calf (ca. 1785?), gold-tooled red
morocco spine label.
€ 1500
First and only editions of two rare Portuguese pamphlets describing the preparations for and the proceedings of the 1732 siege of Oran by the Spanish. The second
was clearly designed to match the first, it calls itself “parte II” and they are often
bound together, so that some catalogues treat them as two parts of one publication.
In the first pamphlet gives the reader a general introduction to the history of
Mediterranean conflicts, with examples including the Roman conquest in northern
Africa and the Muslim conquest of the Iberian Peninsula, which they held until
the Reconquista (711–1492). After 1492 the tables turned and the Spanish directed
their military efforts at North Africa, conquering Oran at the beginning of the 16th
century. The rest of the first pamphlet and the whole second pamphlet describe in
great detail the day-to-day proceedings of this military campaign, indicating who
was in charge and what orders they gave, including a letterpress visual representation
of the order of battle and a woodcut plan of Oran and its surrounding forts.
Binding slightly rubbed, with a purple stamp of the library of the Dukes of Palmela
in Lisbon. Minor and mostly marginal worm damage to the head and fore-edge
margins of ad 2, slightly affecting a few letters of the text at the head, the fore-edge
margin partly restored without affecting the text. Otherwise in good condition.
20, [3], [1 blank]; 16 pp. Barbosa Machado II, p. 856 (ad 1 & 2 separately); Inocêncio 3370 (IV, p. 348: ad 1 & 2
together); Porbase (6 copies, ad 1 & 2 together); WorldCat (4 copies ad 1 & 2 copies ad 2). ☞ More on our website

The misfortunes of the Algerians and Ottomans
during the 1732 siege of Oran by the Spanish
33. [MASCARENHAS, Jose Freire de Monterroyo]. Noticia da
destruiçam da Armada Argelina, que foya Turquia buscar soccoro
para sitiar Oran por mar, e terra.
Lisbon, Pedro Ferreira, 1733. 4°. Disbound
€ 850
First and only edition of a rare Portuguese pamphlet describing the failed
attempt of the Algerians, with the help of the Ottoman Empire, of defending
the city of Oran during a siege of the city by the Spanish in 1732. In the text,
the focus lies on the dates of the different events and the number of ships
involved in the destruction of the Algerian armada. The Spanish victory was
only partially the result of their own efforts, since part of the Algerian fleet
had been wrecked in a storm. The author felt that the Spanish should thank
the Almighty for their luck and good fortune.
In 1714 Philip was confirmed as the king of Spain and with the rapid recovery
of Spain’s economy, he was now able to redirect his attention further afield,
for example to the recapture of Oran. His operation in 1732 in northern
Algeria was successful and he and his successors were able to hold the city for
another 60 years before king Charles IV signed his claim over the city away
to the Ottoman Empire in 1792.
The present copy contains the stamp of the library of the Dukes of Palmela,
a title first granted, by royal decree, to Pedro de Sousa Holstein. He not only
was one of the most important Portuguese diplomats and statesmen during
the first half of the 19th century, but also was the first modern Prime Minister
of Portugal (first in 1834–35 and later also in February 1842 and 1846).
With contemporary ink manuscript foliation (“224–227”) in the upper
outer corners of the recto side of each leaf, browned and somewhat soiled
throughout, with a purple ownership stamp of the library of the Dukes
of Palmela (their monogram beneath the ducal coronet) on the title page,
small holes in the upper and outer margins of the first two and fourth leaves,
without loss of text.
8 (p. 2 blank), [2 blank] pp. Barbosa Machado 2, 856; Inocêncio IV, 348; Porbase (4 copies, all BNP);
WorldCat (3 copies). ☞ More on our website

VOC admiral’s eyewitness account of the attempt to capture Malacca from the Portuguese
34. MATELIEFF DE JONGHE, Cornelis. Historiale ende ware
beschrijvinge vande reyse des Admiraels Cornelis Matelief de Jonghe naer
de Oost-Indien, wtghetrocken in Mayo 1605. Mitsgaders de belegheringhe
voor Malacca, als ooc den slach ter zee teghen de Portugijsche armade,
ende andere discourssen.
Rotterdam, Jan Janssz., 1608. 4°. With a woodcut title-illustration depicting
a fleet besieging a city, a woodcut decorated initial with hunting motif
and a woodcut headpiece. Sewn without wrappers.
€ 6500
First edition of a very rare report by admiral Cornelis Matelieff de Jonghe (1570–
1632) of the voyage of his fleet to the East Indies. The VOC (Dutch East India
Company) sent the fleet to Malaysia in 1605 to battle the Portuguese and it
reached Malacca in 1606, winning two victories over the Portugese fleet but
without capturing the city. Afterwards the fleet explored the surrounding area,
including Mauritius and parts of Indonesia.
It was the early years of the VOC and the capture of Malacca would have given
a great boost to the value of the Company’s stock. Even the rumours of a successful capture drove the prices up. Investors (and the curious public) therefore
urgently sought reliable first-hand news. In January 1607 Admiral Matelieff sent
part of the fleet back home carrying two letters to the VOC’s Rotterdam Chamber,
reporting on the journey. Almost immediately these reports were printed as two
separate pamphlets in 1608, including the present work, which was written by
Matelieff himself.
The present first account of the journey is rare, and Tiele notes that it contains many
particulars not present in the later account by Matelieff published by Hartgers in
1648. An English translation was published in 1608 too, and the original Dutch
edition was reprinted in the Almanach comptoir for 1609. Valerius’s famous Dutch
songbook, Gedenck-clanck (1626), includes a song about the voyage.
Faint stain in the head margin. Otherwise in very good condition.
[12] pp. Alt Japan Kat. 980; Cat. NHSM, p. 172 (8 pp.); Cordier, Japonica, p. 262; Knuttel 1511; Landwehr,
VOC 202; Muller 830 (“hoogst zeldzaam”: extremely rare); STCN (6 copies); Tiele, Memorie 209; Tiele 713.
☞ More on our website

A conversation in an Amsterdam tavern
about the Dutch West India Company in Brazil
35. [MELYN VAN DOORNINCK, Cornelis?]. Amsterdams tafelpraetje, van wat goets en wat quaets en wat noodighs.
Gouda, Jasper Cornelisz, 1649. Small 4° (20 × 14 cm). Modern half vellum.

€ 1750
First and only edition of a pamphlet on the strife in Brazil between the Dutch
West India Company (WIC) and Portugal, in the form of a dialogue between
four Dutchmen and a bartender in an Amsterdam tavern. It is one of a series of
anonymous pamphlets published on the subject in that year, “much superior to
anything which had as yet been written on the subject” (Asher, p. 197).
The men discuss the latest news concerning Brazil, including the Zeeland privateers,
the sugar trade, the establishment of the Portuguese Brazil Company (Companhia
Geral para o Estado do Brazil), and the causes of the failure to make peace with the
Portuguese. They also discuss the poor position of the WIC and suggest it would
be better to revoke the Company’s monopoly and allow merchants free trade with
Brazil.
Slightly browned, two small stains on last leaf, not affecting the text, otherwise in
very good condition. Binding also very good.
[31], [1 blank] pp. Asher 260; Borba de Moraes, p. 33; Knuttel 6479; Sabin 1352; STCN (8 copies); not in
Bosch. ☞ More on our website

Conversation between five men
concerning the WIC’s conduct in Brazil
36. [MELYN VAN DOORNINCK, Cornelis?]. Amsterdams Dampraetje, van wat outs en wat nieuws en wat vreemts.
Amsterdam, Jan van Soest, 1649. 4°. With woodcut illustration on titlepage, repeated as tailpiece. Modern half sheepskin parchment. € 1750
First edition of a pamphlet criticizing the conduct of the Dutch West India
Company (WIC) in Brazil, in the form of conversations between five men on Dam
square in Amsterdam. It’s a vehement attack on the WIC and the Dutch government concerning their strife with Portugal in Brazil. Since 1645 the Portuguese
had violently resisted Dutch rule in Brazil, which depleted the treasury of the
WIC. This, exacerbated by internal corruption, nearly bankrupted the WIC. The
Dutch government’s debate whether to financially support the WIC or not, led
to many pamphlets by opponents and supporters of the government’s plans.
The conversation is held between two Dutchmen, a Portuguese, an Englishman
and a director of the WIC. The pamphlet argues that Portugal must protect
itself against Dutch privateers and that the Netherlands should not try to retake
Brazil and Angola. It also urges peace, and claims the Portuguese are making
efforts in the peace negotiations in contrast to the “monster” WIC.
Slightly browned, with a few small spots, otherwise very good. Binding in very
good condition as well.
20 ll. Asher 263 and pp. 197–198; Borba de Moraes, p. 33; Knuttel 6477; Sabin 1351. ☞ More on our
website

Certificate of the Dutch frigate “Evertsen”
leaving Mahon, Menorca,
with manuscript statements by three consuls
37. [MENORCA]. La ilustre junta provincial de sanidad de la isla
de Menorca.
[Menorca], 15 March 1861. Folio (42.5 × 30.5 cm). Broadside with
a wood-engraved border, the wood-engraved royal coat of arms of
Spain at the head and a woodcut map of Mahon in the centre of the
certificate. With on the verso three manuscript statements (in French,
English and Portuguese), signed and stamped.
€ 1750
Certificate for the Dutch steam frigate Evertsen to leave the harbour of Port
Mahon, Menorca. In 1860 the majority of the crew of the Evertsen suffered
from an epidemic eye disease and sailed from the waters near Toulon to
Menorca in order to recover. The certificate mentions the name of the ship,
the number of canons (51), the number of men on board (432), the name
of the Captain, Martin van Vreeland, and where the ship is heading, in this
case to sea. The certificate is signed by three officials and stamped at the foot.
Written on the back of the certificate are three statements, one by the French
vice-consul Vales, one by the British consul Edmund Peel, and another by
the Portuguese consul Joao Flaguer, each with a stamp of the consulate.
They state that the ship with its entire crew left in good health and “that
good health is enjoyed in this town and the adjacent country, without any
suspicion of plague or contagious distemper whatsoever” (Peel).
Folded and slightly creased, otherwise in good condition.
☞ More on our website

Extremely rare engraved
illustrated report of a 1.5 kilo hail stone
38. [METEOROLOGY – HAIL STONE]. Abbildung
der Größe, u. ganz besondern Farbe der 6 Zoll langen, u. 3 Zoll
diken Schlossen, von 2. bis 3. ll. schwer welche d. 13. August.
1802. . ..
Nuremberg, Fr[au] Kraerin, Fr[au]. Daucherin, [1802]. 4°
(20.5 × 17.5 cm). Engraved print on laid paper, coloured by a
contemporary hand as published. Mounted on a piece of paper
(ca. 1926?).
€ 1950
An engraved print (an illustrated flier or Flugschrift reporting a
curious meteorological event), showing a cross-section of one of
the enormous hail stones that fell near Heroldsberg, about 11 km
northeast of Nuremberg, on 13 August 1802. It weighed 2 17/32 Pfund
(nearly 1.5 kg), measured 6 Zoll long and 3 Zoll thick (about 15 × 7.5
cm) and was unusually colourful, as depicted in the colouring of the
print in pink and grey. The print also shows the distinctive layered
structure of the hail stone,
With the margins trimmed off, removing the thin-line border at the
head but without affecting the texts, image or the other borders.
Otherwise in very good condition.
[1] leaf. Monathliche . . . Anzeigen zur ältern und neuern Geschichte Nürnbergs, 6 (1802),
pp. 119–120; not in KVK & WorldCat. ☞ More on our website

Abbreviated rare edition
of one of the most important pamphlets
concerning the dispute between the shareholders
and the management of the VOC
39. [VOC – MIDDELGEEST, Simon van]. Den vervaerlijcken OostIndischen eclipsis vertoont aende Vereenichde Provincien door de participanten
van d’ Oost-Indische Compagnie. Met een oodtmoedich beklach aen de
hoogh moghende heeren Staten: over de groote abuysen ende disordren deser
Compagnie, mits de groote swaricheden die uyt dese te verwachten staen.
[1625]. Small 4°. With a small woodcut on the title-page. Modern half red
faux snake-skin, new endpapers and paste-downs.
€ 2500
Shortly abbreviated edition of an important and renowned pamphlet in the history
in the VOC, written by the lawyer Simon van Middelgeest, about whom less is
known. It is a complaint against the management, the so-called “Heren XVII” of
the Dutch East India Company (VOC), by the sharesholders who felt their concerns
were being ignored. It is one of the many anonymous polemic pamphlets published
by the so-called “doleanten” (participants, shareholders) in which they express their
grievances on the self-enrichment and abuses of the “Heren XVII” of the VOC. It
is a shortened edition of a 1622 pamphlet titled Nootwendich discours oft vertooch
aan de hooch-mogende heeren Staten Generaal van de participanten der Oost-Indische
Compagnie tegens bewintshebbers (Knuttel 3348; Landwehr VOC, 884), which was
reprinted several times under different titles including the present. The publishers
frequently changed the title because the States of Holland published a proclaimation
prohibited Van Middelgeest’s Nootwendich discours in 1622 (Knuttel 3349).
With the bookplate of professor Dr. Willy L. Braekman on the front paste-down.
Leaves very slightly browned, otherwise in very good condition.
19, [1 blank] pp. Knuttel 3585a; Landwehr VOC 911; Sabin 99316; STCN (4 copies); USTC 1034730 (5 copies,
including the same 4). ☞ More on our website

Propaganda poster for the unity of Arab peoples
and the nationalization of oil
40. [OSPAAAL]. MARTINEZ, Olivio. Unity of the Arab peoples –
Nationalization of oil.
[Cuba, 1972]. Poster (ca. 52.5 × 32.5 cm) printed in black and red, with an
image of four armed Arabian horsemen, with Arabic text above and below,
and with the title in Spanish, French and English at the foot of the poster,
together with the logo of the OSPAAAL.
€ 1500
Rare propaganda poster of the OSPAAAL, the Organization of Solidarity with the
People of Asia, Africa and Latin America, designed by Olivio Martinez. The poster
depicts four Arabian (Bedouin?) men on horseback, holding guns and galloping
towards the viewer, with the text “Unity of the Arab peoples – Nationalization of
oil” in Arabic above and below the image. At the foot of the poster is the logo
of the OSPAAL, flanked by the same text, given English, Spanish and French. The
OSPAAAL is a socialist Cuban political movement against imperialism and to defend
human rights. The organization was founded in 1966 and was especially active in less
developed countries. The posters were often stapled into copies of Tricontinental, the
organization’s magazine.
With only a small fold in the lower right corner, otherwise in very good condition.
R. Frick, The tricontinental solidarity poster (2003). ☞ More on our website

The Ottoman-Mamluk war
and the conquest of Mecca and Medina
41. [OT TOMAN-MAMLUK WAR]. Omnia que gesta sunt in Orie[n]
te inter Sophi & Maximum Turcarum & Suldanum, & que[m]admodum
dux Turcaru[m] caepit Alepum & Damascum & Hierusalem cum om[n]ibus
circumiace[n]tibus oppidis, & quo[rum] maximus Turcaru[m] voluit audire
una[m] missam apud sanctu[m] sepulchru[m] Iesu Christi.
[Basel, Pamphilus Gengenbach, 1518]. 4°. With woodcut illustration on titlepage. 19th-century pink wrappers.
€ 35 000
Rare 16th-century news pamphlet on the Ottoman-Mamluk War (1516–1517). The
booklet relates the events from June 1516 to July 1517, followed by an account of Sultan
Selim’s visit to Jerusalem. During the Ottoma-Mamluk war the Ottoman Sultan Selim
I, known as “the Grim”, conquered Syria and defeated the Mamluk Sultan in the
Battle of Ridaniya. He subsequently captured and sacked Cairo, thereby placing the
holy cities Mecca and Medina under Ottoman rule, which marked the beginning of
Ottoman power in Arabia.
With two bookplates, some browning, otherwise in very good condition.
[6], [2 blank] pp. Göllner 115; USTC 679549; VD 16, O 738. ☞ More on our website

The VOC protests against the building of a large
frigate for a French trading company
(rare first and only known edition)
42. [VOC]. THOU, Jacques Auguste du. Continuatie van klaghte
van den ambassadeur van Vranckryck, ende hoe het daer mede gelegen
is, volgens de respectieve advijsen van de admiraliteyt, ende van de
bewinthebbers van de Oost-Indische Compagnie.
[Copy imprint:] “Naer de Copye, 1660.” [1660 or shortly after]. 4°. With
Du Thou’s complaint/request in the original French, a Dutch reaction
from the admiralty and the VOC’s request to the States General to reject
Du Thou’s request. Modern brown wrappers with a printed label on the
front wrapper.
€ 1250
Fifth known copy of the first and only edition known to survive of one in a
group of pamphlets concerning a violent conflict with the States General and
the Dutch East India Company (VOC) on one side and the French King Louis
XIV and his ambassador in The Hague (Jacques Auguste du Thou) on the other,
concerning the Frigate St. Louis in 1660–1661.
On behalf of French merchants who wanted to set up a company to trade with
“China”, the Amsterdam merchant, director of the Surinam Company and early
slave-trader Philips van Hulten (1627–1692) had commissioned an Amsterdam
shipyard to build and equip a large frigate. The ship was in fact brought to
the roads of Texel in December 1660, but it was shipwrecked in the night of
18/19 December, the result of severe faults made by an incompetent crew during
a storm. The ambassador blamed the VOC, admiralty and States General for
delaying the ship’s departure, resulting in storm damage, and demanded compensation, but he probably never received it.
In good condition.
[8] pp. Knuttel 8350 (answer: Knuttel 8507); STCN (Knuttel copy only); Wulp 3789 (now UB Ghent); for
the events: Aitzema, Saken van staet en oorlogh, IV (1669), pp. 698–699. ☞ More on our website

Rare pamphlet on the fierce persecution
of Catholic missionaries in China,
illustrated by two martyrdoms
43. [PAMPHLET – CHINA]. Noticia certa de hum successo
acontecido no Imperio da China aeonde se referem os tormentos,
trabalhos, e martyrios que alli padessem os Catholicos; e os que
passou, o muito reverendo padre Fr. Joam de Santa Maria, religioso da
vernavel ordem de S. Domingos. E onde tambem morreraõ martyres
o illustrissimo bispo de Maricastro, dignissimo filho da mesma sagrada
religiaõ; e outros religiosos: escrito tudo para mayor honra, e gloria de
nossa santa fé.
Lisbon, 1757. 8°. Sewn but never bound, loosely inserted in a modern
paper wrapper (“etlina” in black ink and a white paper label with the
number 92 taped on front wrapper).
€ 3750
First and only edition of a very rare pamphlet on the persecution of Catholic
missionaries in China, who had to endure harsh and cruel torments, martyrdoms and pain, illustrated with the stories of two Dominican priests there,
Joam de Santa Maria and Maricastro. It narrates and comments on the persecutions of the Catholic missionaries working in China, how they were banned
from some Chinese provinces and on the pains they had to endure during their
attempts to convert Chinese to the Christian faith. Although the newsletter
paints a very sinister picture of the Chinese cruelty in their actions against the
missionaries, the first sentence praises China as the biggest, most fertile and
richest country of Asia. A highly interesting pamphlet on the opposition of
the Chinese authorities to Christianity, paying attention to two martyrdoms
in particular.
Slightly browned along the edges, with a small tear in the lower outer corner
of the last leaf (not affecting the text), but otherwise in good condition.
7, [1 blank] pp. Universidade de Coimbra, Catálogo da collecção de micelãneas 7302; James Ford Bell
Library, N318; WorldCat (2 copies). ☞ More on our website

Very rare pamphlet recommending emigration to Kansas
44. PARDONNET, Georges de. Émigration au Kansas (États-Unis de
l’Amérique du Nord). Le Kansas, ses ressources et produits, ses concessions
gratuites de terres, conseils pratiques aux émigrants, la compagnie du chemin de
fer du “Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway” et ses immenses possessions réputées
les meilleures terres du centre des États-Unis.
Antwerp, Frédéric Tuetey (Colophon: Paris, printed by Lahure), [1874]. 8°. Modern
half calf, original blue printed wrappers preserved.
€ 12 500
Second copy located, of the second edition of a very rare pamphlet recommending emigration to Kansas, by George de Pardonnet, appointed special agent of immigration in the
state of Kansas. The work contains general information on Kansas such as its geography,
population and climate, as well as information and numerous tips for future immigrants,
especially farmers. Chapters are devoted to the possibilities for the acquisition of land,
the average income of farmers, costs of agricultural products and cattle, but also to the
commerce and industry in Kansas, its education, religion, and transport systems. At the
end of the work, on pp. 45–52, lists can be found of salaries that can be expected in different
branches, and of the prices of a wide variety of objects, including furniture, provisions and
tobacco. The first edition is very rare as well, of which we could locate two copies: one in
the Bibliothèque National in Paris and one in the Huntington Library, San Marino.
We could only locate one other copy, in the Yale University Library. Only slightly browned
with a few small spots. A very good copy.
52 pp. WorldCat (1 copy); not in Sabin. ☞ More on our website

Negotiating an alliance
between the Prince of the Bezancudos tribe
and the Emperor of Persia
45. [PERSIA]. Relacam da celebre embaixada, que o Principe dos
Bezancudos mandou ao Schach da Persia, Tha’mas Kouli-khan, para
o conciliar seu Aliado temendo o seu poder; e se fez esta funçao em
8 de Junho deste presente anno de 1744. com huma breve noticia dos
Bezancudos, e seu Paiz.
Lisbon, Pedro Ferreira, 1744. 4° (19.5 × 13.5 cm). With a printer’s device
on the title-page. Modern half red morocco.
€ 2500
First and only Portuguese edition of an account of the embassy sent by the
Prince of Bezancudos, a tribe located between Persia and Tartary, to the Shah of
Persia. The Prince (or Chief ) was afraid of Persia’s emperor and the speed and
brutality with which he conquered large parts of the Middle East, the Caucasus
and South Asia. Thus, he sent specially selected ambassadors with gifts and other
tokens of good-will, accompanied by a large group of servants, infantry and
cavalry to help protect the ambassadors and try to appease the Shah. Nader Shah
Afshar (1688–1747), also known as Thamas Kouli-Khan, was one of the most
powerful Iranian rulers in the country’s history and ruled between 1736 and 1747
as Shah of Persia (present-day Iran).
According to the title page of the present copy, the account has been translated
from the French. It is probably based partly on a history of the reign of Nader
Shah, Histoire de Thamas Kouli-Kan, Roi de Perse (nouvelle edition, Paris, 1743)
by André de Claustre. Whoever prepared the Portuguese text would of course
have had to add the description of the 1744 proceedings.
With a purple ownership stamp of the library of the Dukes of Palmela (their
monogram beneath the ducal coronet) on the title-page. The upper outer corner
of the title-page has been restored, slightly affecting the text, slight foxing, mainly
to the margins. Overall in good condition.
8 pp., with 28 additional blank, modern leaves. Ameal 1018; Porbase (3 copies); WorldCat (3 copies); not
in Fonseca; Innocêncio; JFB. ☞ More on our website

Pamphlet satirising Portuguese notables
associated with the Persian wars
46. [PORTUGAL – PAMPHLET]. Noticia breve das novidades da
Azia mandadas de Ali-Xarife da cidade de Babilonia; para Soliman morador
na Corte de Constantinopla, e desta para a cidade de Sevilha a hum
contratador de vidros.
(Colophon: Madrid, heirs of Juan Garcia Infanzon, 1742). 4° (20 × 14.5 cm).
Disbound.
€ 3500
Rare pamphlet, satirising several Portuguese notables. According to this pamphlet,
presented as a fictional letter from “Ali-Charif of the city of Babylon” to “Suliman
the Moor at the court of Constantinople”, these notables are part of a Turkish
regiment that might be sent off to fight “Thomas Kaulikan” (Tahmasp Qoli Khan),
better known as Nader Shah. A follow-up to the pamphlet was published a week
later and once again describes the regiment, now in a letter “from Mecca to Holland,
to the city of The Hague”, and from there to Cambrai in France” (cf. Rossi 2392).
Nader Shah was one of the most powerful rulers in Persian history, and waged
several military campaigns in Afghanistan and India. Although not at war with
Portugal, his war against the Islamic Mughal Empire in India, culminating in the
capture of Delhi in 1739, led indirectly to Portugal’s loss of its colonial territory in
India in the war with the Hindu Marathas (1737–1741).
Browned throughout, with the spine damaged; a fair copy.
7, [1 blank] pp. Braga da Cruz, Catalogo da collecçaõ de miscelânes V, 7066; Porbase (2 copies); Rossi, “La
Spagna nella ‘Livreria do Convento de Nossa Senhora de Jesus’ in Lisbona” in: Annali-Sezione Romanza XXIII,
1 (1981), 2391; WorldCat (1 additional copy). ☞ More on our website

Two incendiary pamphlets against French Huguenots,
3 years after the revocation of Edict of Nantes
47. [REBOUL, Guillaume]. La cabale des Reformez, tiree nouvellement du puits
de Democrite.
Montpellier [= Lyon?], “chez Le Libertin, imprimeur juré de la saincte Reformation”
[= Jacques Roussin?], 1597.
With: (2) REBOUL, Guillaume. Apologie ... sur La cabale des Reformez.
[Lyon?, Jacques Roussin?], 1598. 2 works in 1 volume. 8°. 17th-century gold-tooled calf;
rebacked, preserving most of the backstrip.
€ 4500
First edition of an incendiary satirical pamphlet (“farce Rabelaisienne” – Pioffet) and one of
the earliest editions of the author’s defence of it, both attacking the Huguenot ministers of the
Languedoc, three years after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Of special interest are some
parts are written in Languedoc patois. La cabale raised a storm of protests, especially because it
attacked the Huguenot ministers very personally under their full names. The present Apologie,
responds to their threats and continues the attacks.
Guillaume Reboul (1564–1611), a notorious French pamphleteer, came from a Huguenot family,
converted to Catholicism, and was excommunicated almost immediately. As secretary to the
Duke of Bouillon he cheated the Duke out of a large amount of money and fled to the Pope’s
Court at Avignon, where his ban was lifted. He then went to Rome where he became the
protégé of Cardinal Baronius. He wrote several violent satirical pamphlets against the French
Huguenots before and after the present La cabale and Apologie. When he also wrote a violent
satire against the Pope (apparently never printed) he went too far and was sentenced to death
and executed in his prison cell.
With contemporary owner’s inscriptions and some contemporary marginal manuscript notes.
With a crease down the middle of the first title-page, a water stain at the head of the last quire
and with the manuscript notes sometimes showing through on the back of the leaves, but still
in good condition. The binding has a crack in the front hinge, but the tooling on the spine is
still well-preserved.
224; 141, [1 blank] pp. Ad 1: Barbier I, col. 469; French books 45466 & 45467; ad 2: French books 45472 & 45473; cf. Pioffet,
“Masques auctoriaux ... anti-Huguenots”, in: B. Parmentier, ed., L’anonymat de l’oeuvre (XVIe-XVIIIe siècles), pp. 135–152. ☞
More on our website

The comet of 1664
48. RICHTERN, Christophorus. Berichtendes SendSchreiben vom Cometen, so in Christmonat des 1664. ChristenJahres ist erschienen: darinnen derselbige Astronomicè, Physicè,
Astrologicè, Theologicè, betrachtet und erkläret wirt.
Leipzig, Ritzsch, 1665. 4°. With a woodcut of a comet on the
title-page. Modern boards. 
€ 1500
Original edition of this rare pamphlet in which the comet of 1664 is
described. The year ‘1664’ is also consealed in a chronogram on the
title: “Anno, quo Seraph CVM gLaDIo VIbrante tIbI astat”.
All the astronomical, theological and astrological implications of the
appearance of the comet are discussed at great lenght by Christophorus
Richtern, a protestant minister in Gnandstein in Meisssen. The text is
dated 27 December 1664.
Good copy of this very rare pamphlet, some browning.
(12) ll. Brüning, Bibl. D. Kometenlitt. (Stuttgart 2000), 1220; Serlin, p.160–80.
☞ More on our website

Count Salm’s 1822 catalogue of succulents
49. SALM-REIFFERSCHEID-DYCK, Joseph. Index plantarum
succulentarum in horto Dyckensi cultae.
Aachen, Beaufort filii, 1822. 8°. Contemporary wrappers.

€ 375

Rare fourth catalogue of the succulents cultivated by Count Salm, including American and
South African species. It ads many new species to the third catalogue (1820) and is more
elegantly designed and printed.
Salm-Reifferscheid-Dyck (1773–1861) started collecting succulents at Schloss Dyck in 1800
after consorting with the leading French botanists in Paris and took lessons in paintings from
Redouté after he saw the illustrations Redouté made for Candolle’s Plantarum succulentarum
historia. His first listing of succulents was a short pamphlet printed in 1809, the next listing
was published in 1816 and was followed by a more regular publication of catalogues printed
in very small numbers. They acted as “exchange lists with the botanical gardens and private
collectors with whom Salm-Dyck exchanged specimens” (Rowley).
After his death in 1861 the collections at Schloss Dyck soon started to break-up. The herbarium
was the first to go, but his unrivalled succulent collection survived until the First World War.
What was left of his magnificent library was auctioned in 1992–1993. “Only then did the
extent of the loss become apparent: in addition to Salm-Dyck’s manuscripts, notebooks and
fine paintings [...] there were several editions of his garden catalogue unrecorded by Pritzel,
Stafleu & Cowan and other recognised bibliographies, and unseen by succulentists in the
never-ending search for prior publication of names and dates of introduction of new species”
(Rowley).
Fine copy.
[2], 60, [2 blank] pp. BMC NH, p. 1792; Pritzel 8010; Rowley, “Salm-Dyck’s Catalogues”, in: Taxon XLII, no. 4, pp.
845–851; WorldCat (4 copies); not in Stafleu & Cowan. ☞ More on our website

The preparation of saltpetre at the time of the French revolution
50. [SALTPETRE]. Instruction sur la fabrication du salpêtre brut.
[Paris, Régie des poudres et salpêtres, 1794]. 8°. With engraved folding plate by N. Ransonnette (23.5 × 32 cm). Later marbled paper-covered
boards.
€ 425
Interesting pamphlet on the preparation of saltpetre, a critical component
of gunpowder, probably published by
the French Commission of Gunpowder
(“Régie des poudres et salpêtres”; see
Le Normand) at the time of the French
Revolution. Including parts on the
necessary materials, the preparation of the
materials, the evaporation and crystallization of saltpetre and instructions on the
use of an hydrometer and the other tools
necessary for the manufacturing process.
With the bookplate of Roland Voegeli. A
bit browned, but otherwise a very good
copy.
26, [2] pp. Le Normand, l’Art du distillateur II, p
187; Martin & Walter IV/2, 7776; Neville Historical
Chemical Library I, p. 681. ☞ More on our website

Rare German translation
of Speelman’s expedition
against the Kingdom of Makassar
51. [SPEELMAN, Cornelis Janszoon]. Journal, oder kurtze
Erzehlung des Anfangs, Fort – und Aussgangs des Krieges, welcher
zwischen dem König und mehrerer Regierunge des Reichs Macassar
und der Oost-Indischen Compagnie der Vereinigten Niederlanden
in den Jahren 1666, 1668 und 1669 geführet worden.
Hamburg, Gottfried Schulken, 1670. 4°. Disbound, preserving the
original endpapers.
€ 3250
Rare first and only edition of the German translation of the account of
the expedition against the Kingdom of Makassar in the years 1666 to
1669, under command of Cornelis Speelman (1628–1684) on behalf of
the Dutch East India Company (VOC). The work was translated from
the original Dutch published at Amsterdam in 1669. Speelman, a Dutch
admiral and governor-general of the VOC, lead the expedition against the
Sultan of Gowa (= Makassar), together with Radjah Palacca, King of the
Bougainese, aiming to keep trade with Makassar exclusive to the Dutch.
The sultan wanted to open the port to all nationalities and, as a prominent
Islamic leader, he opposed the Dutch conversion of Islamic islanders to
Calvinism. The sultan was defeated and submitted to VOC control with
the treaty of Bungaya (18 November 1668).
Without the engraved map included in some copies. Title-page slightly
browned with a faint manuscript note in the upper margin, and a minor
stain on the last leaf. Otherwise in good condition, only slightly trimmed,
preserving many deckles.
[18] ll. Howgego, to 1800, S156; Landwehr & V.d. Krogt, VOC 241 (1 copy, no mention of map);
Van der Wulp, 4602 (no mention of map); VD17 23:267424B & 1:088760V (4 copies, incl. at least 1
incomplete). ☞ More on our website

Dreams supposedly predicting
the fall of the Ottoman Empire
52. [SPEER, Daniël]. Zwey nachdänkliche Traum-Gesichte, von
dess Türcken Untergang. Zweifels ohn von göttlicher Direction.
Herauss gelassen von mehrmals zugetroffen erfahrnem Designante
Somniatore.
[Ulm, Matthäus Wagner], 1684. 4°. With engraved frontispiece,
allegorically illustrating the Ottoman defeat in 1683. Modern
wrappers.
€ 4500
Rare pamphlet describing two dreams supposedly predicting the fall
of the Ottoman Empire. It was written by the German composer and
novelist Daniel Speer (1636–1707), under the pseudonym “Designante
Somniatore”, and opens with some remarks on predictive dreams with
reference to the Old Testament. Speer’s pamphlet, written just after the
Battle of Vienna (1683), expresses a deep-seated fear of the Ottoman
Empire, which, thrusting into the heart of Europe, seemed a serious
threat to Christianity. Speer had previously published a treatise on Turkish
music in his autobiographical novel Türkischer Vagant.
With manuscript annotation on back of frontispiece and owner’s entry
on title-page.
[2], “31” [= 29] pp. VD 17 3:310364C; WorldCat (5 copies); not in Atabey; Blackmer; for the
author: Roberts & Butt, “Speer, Daniel”, in: Grove Music Online. ☞ More on our website

1752 treaty between the Dutch Republic
and the Sultan of Morocco
53. [STATES GENERAL – TREAT Y – MOROCCO].
Tractaat van vreede en commercie, geslooten tusschen sijne
Majesteit den Keiser van Marocco en de … Staaten Generaal der
Vereen. Nederlanden.
Including:
– [drop-title:] Formulier van het pasport …
– [drop-title:] Translaat van de brief van Muley Abdala, Keiser van
Marocco, …
The Hague, Jacobus Scheltus, 1777. Small 4°. With the woodcut
arms of the States General on the title-page. Disbound. € 1250
Second edition, published in several issues, of a treaty concluded between
the Dutch States General and Abdullah bin Ismail (1694–1757), Sultan
of Morocco on and off from 1734 to his death in 1757. The 23 articles
of the treaty are followed by a form for the passports that Dutch ships
were to carry, a note on the treaty’s ratification at Fez, and a translation of a letter (originally in Arabic?) from the Sultan of Morocco to the
States General. The treaty was negotiated by Mohamed Lucas, governor
of Tétouan, acting for Morocco and Francisco and Louis Butler, granted
power of attorney by the States General. It guarantees access, free trade
and safety for ships of the States General and its subjects and their crews
and passengers in ports under Moroccan authority. Goods they sell there
are subject to the usual taxes, but military and shipbuilding supplies are
exempt (gunpowder, timber, wheel-lock muskets etc.). The treaty was
concluded on 21 November 1752/14 Muharram 1166. A further note says
it was ratified at Fez on 4 December/28 Muharram and Sultan Abdullah’s
letter to the States General bears the same date.
With a brief inscription on the title-page. Last two leaves detached and
with worm holes, only slightly affecting the text. Otherwise a good copy.
26, [2 blank] pp. STCN 161081134; not in Knuttel. ☞ More on our website

17th-century positive reward philosophy of human resource management
54. ST. LO, George. England’s safety: or, a bridle to the French King.
Proposing a sure method for encouraging navigation, and raising qualified
seamen ...
London, William Miller, 1693. 4°. With a pseudo-heraldic woodcut frontispiece (17 × 12 cm). 18th-century blue paper wrappers, side stitched through 4
holes, with manuscript title-label on front.
€ 1500
Second edition, with additional material and 8 pages longer than the first edition
published earlier in the same year, of a rare and interesting pamphlet containing
proposals for the improvement of England’s navy and maritime trade, by the naval
Captain and administrator George St. Lo (1658–1718).
St. Lo suggest several methods for improving the British navy, recommends raising
the pay of the crew and proposes that all seamen be registered with a local intendant,
so that when the call for service does come, men may be located and distributed
more quickly. He also notes that the French spend much more money on their navy.
Regarding the confiscation of foreign cargo, St. Lo proposes that fully one third of
the value of the goods be awarded to the captain and the crew. When it comes time
to auction the actual goods, he recommends the spoils be broken into small lots, to
allow for the greatest price per lot, thus increasing revenue.
St. Lo’s nine-page dedicatory letter to the Houses of Parliament gives a fascinating
and detailed account of his own mistreatment by the French after his capture. In
August 1688 St. Lo was appointed Captain of the Portsmouth and attached to the
fleet in the river under Lord Dartmouth. He continuing to command her after the
Glorious Revolution of 1688/89. In 1690 he was captured by the French and carried,
severely wounded, to Brest, where he remained a prisoner for some time. His wound
probably disqualified him from further service afloat, and in 1692 he was appointed
a commissioner of prizes, in 1693 an extra commissioner of the navy, and in 1695
resident commissioner at Plymouth, where in 1697 he was directed to guard and
assist the workmen employed in the construction of the first Eddystone lighthouse.
With what may be an owner’s monogram (JNL?) on the title-page. Where the author
notes some opposition to his book, the owner has struck through his statement that
it did not affect sales. In good condition and wholly untrimmed, slightly thumbed
and with some quires slightly browned. The spine of the wrapper is tattered.
54, [2] pp. ESTC R229366; DNB L, p. 172; Cat. Goldsmith I, 2996; Kress 1823; Wing S342. ☞ More on our
website

Colourful account
of a shipwreck near Mauritius
55. STOKRAM, Andries. Korte beschryvinghe van de ongeluckige
weer-om-reys van het schip Aernhem, nevens noch zes andere schepen,
onder’t gebiedt van den heer Arnout de Vlaming van Outshoorn, van
Batavia na het vaderlandt afgevaren, op den 23. december 1661. van
welcke gemelte schepen noch drie vermist worden.
Amsterdam, Jacob Venckel, 1663. Small 4° (19.5 × 16 cm). Modern
marbled wrappers.
€ 3500
One of four editions, all published in the same year and all very rare, of a
popular eye-witness account of a ship wrecked in the Indian Ocean, in the
vicinity of Mauritius. Andries Stokram tells the colourful story of how a fleet
of seven East Indiamen on their way back from Batavia got caught in a terrible
storm. Four ships sank, only the crew of the Aernhem managing to get away
in an open boat. After a week without food they managed to reach Mauritius.
“When they were finally taken on board a Dutch privateer, Stokram had been
living for eight months the way Robinson Crusoe would a century later, in
an environment Daniel Defoe knew from descriptions such as Stokram’s”
(Nieuwenhuys). Stokram was put a shore on St. Helena and made his way to
the Netherlands.
Somewhat browned and the fore-edges restored (not touching the text),
otherwise in good condition.
16 pp. Knuttel 8758; Landwehr & V.d. Krogt, VOC 418 note; Nieuwenhuys, Mirror of the Indies, pp.
14–15; STCN (4 copies). ☞ More on our website

Very rare Dutch translation
of a popular misogynistic pamphlet
56. [SWETNAM, Joseph] and Willem CHRISTIAENS (translator).
Recht-banck, tegen de luye, korzelighe, en wispeltuyrighe vrouwen.
Leiden, Willem Christiaens van der Boxe, 1641. Small 4° (18.5 × 14 cm). With
a woodcut on the title-page showing several women assaulting and name-calling a writer. Decorated paper over boards (ca. 1900).
€ 2750
Very rare first edition in Dutch of The araignment of lewde, idle, forward, and unconstant women, a popular misogynistic pamphlet originally published in English in 1615.
“Attacks on women (and defences of them) had been an established pamphlet genre
for decades … and the Araignment owes its predecessors an immense (if unacknowledged) debt, for ideas and for whole sentences. What does distinguish the Araignment
is the comprehensiveness of its attack on women, combined with an unprecedented
level of vituperation … While others may adopt a tone of ironic sophistication, or
jocular rib-nudging, this author lacks sufficient control over his own style to indicate
when and if he is assuming a pose” (Butler). Although the book contains numerous
arguments drawn from the Bible and classical antiquity, Swetnam (d. 1621), a fencing
master, was no scholar and stated in the introduction that he wrote for “the ordinary
sort of giddy headed young men”. As his intended reader was either a bachelor or
a newly-wed young man, most of Swetman’s arguments are of an economic nature
(mostly the spend-thrift wife) but he also discusses sexual promiscuity and nagging.
Possibly due to its unscholarly nature, the pamphlet proved extremely popular and
sparked numerous counter-pamphlets, some of them written by women. Swetnam’s
pamphlet even formed the inspiration for the comic play Swetnam the woman-hater
arraigned by women (1620).
Binding slightly rubbed and the spine damaged and cracked. With a small hole in
the head margin of the pamphlet and some ink remains on the final blank page; a
very good copy.
[3], [1 blank], [14], 53, [1 blank] pp. Butler, “Introduction” in: Female-replies to Swetnam the woman-hater;
STCN (2 copies); WorldCat (3 copies). ☞ More on our website

The visit of a Siamese embassy to Rome,
during the Siamese revolution of 1688
57. [TACHARD, Guy]. [Drop-title:] Breve ragguaglio di quanto
è accaduto in Roma à Sig: Mandarini venuti co[n] il P: Guido
Tasciard della compagnia di Giesù, inviato straordinario dal rè di
Siam dopo l’Udienza hauuta da N.S. Innocenzo XI.
(Colophon: Rome, Domenico Antonio Ercole, 1689). Small 4°
(21.5 × 15.5 cm). With decorated woodcut initial on the first page.
Disbound.
€ 3800
Very rare first and only edition in the original Italian, of a pamphlet
detailing the visit of the Siamese embassy to Rome, under de guidance of
the Jesuit Guy Tachard, where they would meet with Pope Innocent XI.
The French Jesuit missionary Guy Tachard (1651–1712) was sent on two
occasions to the Kingdom of Siam by Louis XIV, as part of an embassy
to achieve a commercial agreement with King Narai of Siam. Its capital,
Ayut’is, became a French Macao for merchants and missionaries from and
to the further east. On his return from Siam in 1688, Tachard went to
Rome in his capacity as ambassador of the King of Siam, carrying gifts and
a letter from King Narai to Innocent XI. He was accompanied by Siamese
mandarins and two catechists from Tongking. The mission from Siam was
officially received by Pope Innocent on 23 December 1688 at a splendid
public ceremony. They were unaware that Narai had meanwhile died and
that during his final illness an anti-French mandarin had seized power,
killed most of his family and married his daughter, taking the throne on
Narai’s death. The revolution severed Siam’s ties with Europe, excepting
only the Dutch.
First leaf detached. Browned, a minor water stain in the corner of the
fore-edge margin and a white spot at the upper right corner of the first leaf
caused by the removal of a location number. A very rare pamphlet on the
Siamese embassy to Rome.
8 pp. Cordier, Indosinica, cols. 954–955; ICCU 037266 (5 copies); WorldCat (1 copy, the same); cf.
Lach & Van Kley III, pp. 252–256. ☞ More on our website

Unrecorded contract on the shipment
of 1280 kilograms of olive oil
from Bordeaux to Tahiti
58. [TAHITI]. MINISTÈRE DE L A MARINE ET DES
COLONIES. [Drop-title:] Cahier des conditions particulières
relatives à l’adjudication, sur soumissions cachetées, de la fourniture
de 1,280 kilogrammes d’huile d’olive, non logée, à effectuer à Bordeaux
pour le service de la flotte à Taïti.
Bordeaux, 15 October 1872. Large 4°. Folded, not bound.
€ 1750
Extremely rare and unrecorded edition of a printed contract concerning the
shipment of 1280 kilograms of olive oil from the French city of Bordeaux
to the French colony Tahiti (French Polynesia). It consists of three parts.
Part one presents 11 articles regulating the conditions concerning the olive
oil and its transport to Tahiti. The olive oil, for example, must originate in
Provence, Nice or Porto Maurizio (Italy). Part two presents a report by the
French ministry of maritime and colonial affairs on the three offers made for
the shipment for their consideration: they concluded that Badille’s was the
most advantageous. Part three presents the contract itself, signed by Badille
and the ministry, noting that Badille was responsible for the delivery of this
large shipment of olive oil. We have traced no other copy of the present
edition, and no other edition of the contract in WorldCat or in other relevant
bibliographies.
Only very slightly frayed at the corners and at a few places along the edges,
with a vertical fold through the middle of the leaves. Otherwise in very good
condition. An unrecorded trade regulation issued by the French ministry.
7, [1 blank] pp. Not in Kroepelien; O’Reilly & Reitman; WorldCat. ☞ More on our website

Treaty between the States General and Algiers,
discussing the problems of Dutch merchants trading in the Mediterranean
59. [TREAT Y – STATES GENERAL & ALGIERS]. Tractaet
tusschen Haer Hoogh Mog. De Heeren Staten Generael der vereenighde
Nederlanden, ende de Regeeringe van Algiers.
The Hague, Paulus Scheltus, 1713. 4°. With Scheltus’s woodcut printer’s
device on the title-page and with a woodcut initial. Modern brown
wrappers with printed title-label pasted on the front side.
€ 1250
First edition of the text of a treaty between the States General of the Dutch
Republic and the government, or the Dey (or Sultan) of Algiers Baba Ali
Chaouche who reigned from 1710–1718 (Dey, from the Turkish honorific title
dayı, literally meaning uncle, was the title given to the rulers of the Regency of
Algiers, Tripoli, and Tunis under the Ottoman Empire from 1671 onwards). The
treaty was concluded on the 18th of June 1712 at Algiers by the Dutch consul
general Johan van Baarle (consul 1709–1716), and ratified the 4th of July 1712.
The XXII articles of the treaty mirror very interestingly the problems the Dutch
merchants trading in the Mediterranean and the (war)ships of the Dutch West
India Company protecting their interests, encountered on the northern coasts of
Africa: Algiers, Tunis and Tripoli. In these articles taxes and imposts are regulated
as well as compensations and claims for damages, arrangements in case of deaths,
treatment and buying off of (Dutch and European) slaves, and returning of run
off slaves.
In good condition.
14, [2] pp. Knuttel 16193. ☞ More on our website

A banned pamphlet on Dutch colonization
and trade in America
60. [USSELINCX, Willem]. Naerder bedenckingen, over de
zee-vaerdt, coophandel ende neeringhe, als mede de versekeringhe
vanden staet deser vereenichde landen, inde teghenwoordighe
vrede-handelinghe met den Coninck van Spangnien ende de aertshertoghen.
[Amsterdam], 1608 Small 4° (18.5 × 14 cm). With a woodcut
arabesque ornament on the title-page and 1 woodcut decorated
initial letter. Modern pink paper wrappers.
€ 1250
First and only(?) edition of one of the most important and best argued
pamphlets on the Dutch in America, written to promote the establishment of the West India Company and to warn of the dangers and disadvantages of making peace with Spain. Usselincx’s writings “are models
of precision and of reasoning, clear and concise, the style simple and
popular, the plan plainly laid down and well followed out. [They] teem
with the most varied information, and possess an historical importance
of the first order” (Asher, p. 74). Here he argues that peace with Spain
would promote trade in the Spanish-controlled Southern Netherlands at
the expense of the Northern, would hinder Dutch trade in the East Indies
and prevent them from establishing a West Indian Company.
With the number “19” in manuscript on title-page, leaves numbered
46 (title-page) to 63 (last leaf ), and with a waterstain at the lower outer
corner. Otherwise in very good condition.
[36] pp. Alden & Landis 608/171; Asher 32 (= 26–28/14); JCB II, p. 57; James Ford Bell Lib. U-57;
Kress 297; Knuttel 1441; Muller, America 1543; Sabin 98200[b]; Simoni U-9; Tiele, Pamfletten 649.
☞ More on our website

Unification to secure Brazil
and conquer Peru and Mexico
61. [VOC & WIC]. Schaede die den staet der Vereenichde Nederlanden,
en d’inghesetenen van dien, is aenstaende, by de versuymenisse van d’Oost
en West-Indische negotie onder een octroy en societeyt te begrijpen.
The Hague, Jan Veely, 1644. 4°. With a letterpress motto in a woodcut
border on the title-page, 1 woodcut decorated initial and bands of
arabesque fleurons. Modern brown cloth, short-title in gold on spine,
with 19th-century front wrapper bound in.
€ 2250
Pamphlet warning of the dangers to the Dutch Republic and its people if they
do not unify the East and West India Companies under a single charter. Though
in Europe the Dutch allied themselves with Portugal against Spain in the Eighty
Years’ War, they seized a great deal of Portuguese territory in Brazil and elsewhere
in the years 1641 to 1644 and rejected Portuguese demands for its return in June
1644. Portugal, in no position to reconquer its territories, agreed to a truce with
the Dutch at Goa in November 1644. Even before the truce the Dutch had
reduced their garrison at Recife and recalled the highly regarded and moderate
governor-general Johan Maurits of Nassau. On his return to the Netherlands in
May 1644 he warned of the dangers of reducing the forces and envisioned the
unification of the East and West India Companies to make a stronger force that
could seize Spain’s colonies in Peru and Mexico. The present pamphlet argues
that the unification of the companies would secure the Dutch colonies in Brazil,
help them drive Spain out of Peru and Mexico, cut off the source of wealth that
was feeding the Spanish war against the Republic in the Low Countries, and
provide the Republic with lucrative new trade in the former Spanish colonies.
The proposal for unification proved ill-fated, however, and the Dutch not only
failed to conquer Peru and Mexico but even lost Brazil a decade later.
Slightly browned, a small streak in red pencil on title-page, and some faint
water stains. Overall in very good condition.
[2], “51” [= 49], [1] pp. Alden & Landis 644/139; Asher 191; Knuttel 5119; Landwehr & V.d. Krogt, VOC
62; Sabin 77475. ☞ More on our website

A captivating account of Nader Shah’s greatest campaign against the Mughal Empire
62. [VOULTON, Monsieur de?]. Verdadeira, e exacta noticia dos progressos de
Thamas Kouli Khan Schach da Persia no imperio do Gram Mogôr, escrita na lingua
Persiana em Delhy em 21. de Abril de 1739. e mandada a Roma por Mons. Voulton.
Acrecentada com outras chegadas por varias partes, com hum mapa do thesouro do
Gram Mogôr levado a Hispahan pelo mesmo Schach. Dadas á luz na lingua Portugueza.
Lisbon, Antonio Correa Lemos, 1740. 4° (19.5 × 14 cm). With woodcut decorations.
Modern half red goatskin morocco.
€ 3500
First Portuguese edition of a detailed description of the Shah of Persia’s military campaign
against the South Asian Mughal Empire. According to the title, the account was first written in
Persian in Delhi, present-day northern India, in 1739 before being sent to Rome by Monsieur
de Voulton. The present Portuguese pamphlet provides not only a translation of this original
Persian account, but also other letters the events and descriptions of the captured Mughal
treasure. A detailed list of this treasure can be found on pages 16–17: it includes elephants,
artillery, gold and silver rupees, pearls and precious stones, and even the imperial throne studded
with diamonds, which is also known as the Peacock Throne.
Nader Shah Afshar, also known as Tahmasp Qoli Khan or Thamas Kouli Khan (1688–1747) was
the ruler and emperor of Persia from 1736 to 1747.
The present account describes his greatest campaign, against the Mughal Empire. Picking up
after the Battle of Karnal in February 1739, the author describes how Nader Shah starved the
Mughal army into submission, then gives a lively account of treaty negotiations and the polite
exchange of gifts in the form of an indirect dialogue between Nader Shah and the Mughal
emperor Mohammad Shah.
Voulton, the possible author of the letters compiled in the present account, was a deserter
from the French army at Pondicherry, who fled to the court of the Mughal Emperor. There he
became court physician and a member of the privy council. He apparently was with the army
after the Battle of Karnal and then in Delhi. This Portuguese account includes some details that
do not appear in other contemporary accounts, such as the description of Nader Shah eating
sweetmeats while he watched the massacre at Delhi.
With a purple stamp of the library of the Dukes of Palmela (their monogram beneath the ducal
coronet) on the title-page. With 24 modern blank leaves bound in. In very good condition.
19, [1 blank] pp. Porbase (1 copy); WorldCat (4 copies; also 1 copy of the Spanish ed.); cf. Laurence Lockhart, “De Voulton’s
Noticia”, in: Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, University of London 4:2 (1926), pp. 223–245; not in Fonseca; Innocêncio;
James Ford Bell Library. ☞ More on our website

Massacre of the Waldensians in Piedmont
63. [WALDENSIANS]. Recit de ce qu’il y a de plus considerable aux affaires
des eglises reformées des vallées de Piedmont, depuis les massacres de l’année
1655.
[Amsterdam, Abraham Wolfgang(?), after 1663]. 4°. Contemporary wrappers.

€ 2950
Rare copy of a pamphlet on the massacre of the Waldensians in Piedmont in 1655. It
is probably a second edition as the title-pages mentions: “Jouxte la copie impriméé à
Haerlem 1663”, though no copies from this previous Haarlem edition are known.
The Waldensians are a Christian movement with its origins in the later Middle Ages
in France and they were persecuted as heretics from the 12th century onwards. From
the early 17th century they were considered as early forerunners of the Reformation.
In 1655 the Duke of Savoy commanded the Waldensians of Piedmont to attend Mass
or leave in 20 days. The remaining Waldensians were massacred, causing indignation
throughout Europe.
Some waterstains in the upper margins; wrappers with slightly rubbed edges and spine
restored with cello tape. Otherwise a good copy of this rare pamphlet on the Piedmont
massacre.
[4], 60 pp. Bibliografia Valdese 1672; STCN (1 copy); Tiele, Pamfletten 5035; WorldCat (3 copies); not in Knuttel.
☞ More on our website

Anonymous Dutch defence of Portugal
in its dispute with the Dutch in Brazil
64. [WIC]. Consideratien op de cautie van Portugael.
[Amsterdam?], [Johannes van Marel (pseudonym)?], 1647. Small 4° (20 × 15.5
cm). Later blue paper wrappers.
€ 1500
First and only edition of a rare pamphlet defending Portugal against the claims of the
Dutch Government and the West India Company (WIC) in Brazil: one of the earliest
and one of the three “most remarkable works” published by Portugal’s supporters in
the Netherlands (Asher, p. 194). In an effort to take back Brazil from the Dutch, the
Portuguese had supported a local revolt in 1645 and the hostilities on land and sea
between the Portuguese and the WIC had escalated rapidly. Portugal was suing for peace,
and the present pamphlet presents their side. In a series of questions and answers, it
sets forth the Dutch reservations about the peace and distrust of Portugal, and attempts
point by point to refute all arguments against a settlement.
The author and printer of the pamphlet have not been identified, but the author himself
refers to his own Vertooch aen de ... Staten Generael , published earlier in the same year.
With some waterstains, otherwise in good condition.
15, [1 blank] pp. Alden & Landis 647/51 (6 copies); Asher 225 & pp. 192–194; Borba de Moraes, p. 200; Knuttel 5554;
Sabin 15933; STCN (6 copies); not in Van Doorninck. ☞ More on our website

Pleading for Portuguese claims in Brazil
65. [WIC]. Vertooch aen de hoogh en mogende heeren Staten Generael
... nopende de voorgaende ende tegenwoordighe proceduren van Brasil.
Midtsgaders de documenten daer toe dienende.
Amsterdam, Johannes van Marel, 1647. Small 4° (18 × 14.5 cm). Modern
plain paper wrappers.
€ 1950
Rare first and only edition of a pamphlet pleading for the case of Portugal
against the Dutch Government and the Dutch West India Company (WIC)
in Brazil: one of the three “most remarkable works” published by Portugal’s
supporters in the Netherlands (Asher, p. 194). In an effort to take back Brazil
from the Dutch, the Portuguese had supported a local revolt in 1645 and the
hostilities on land and sea between the Portuguese and the WIC had escalated
rapidly. Portugal was suing for peace, and the present pamphlet presents their
side.
“The author of this vehement paper says in his preface, that we must not consider
him a Portuguese agent – which proves sufficiently that there were Portuguese
agents, and that in all probability he was one. His plan does not differ of the
other writings of the same class. He begins by a number of sentences, every
one ending with the words ‘which proves that the directors of the West-IndiaCompany do not understand their business’. He then tries to demonstrate that
Brasil is really not worth so much as the West-India-Company demands – that
it is indeed worth nothing to Holland. That one could not without injustice
demand the Bahia; that they should either accept the small sum offered by
Portugal; or that a peace should be concluded without a guarantee for Brasil”
(Asher).
Some minor spots on the first and last leaf, but otherwise in very good condition.
25, [7] pp. Asher 217 & pp. 192–194; Borba de Moraes 4064; Borba de Moraes & Berrien, p. 875–876;
Knuttel 5558; Sabin 7643; STCN (4 copies); WorldCat (10 copies, incl. 3 the same); cf. Boxer, The Dutch in
Brazil, pp. 159–203. ☞ More on our website

Satirical resolution
concerning the WIC in Brazil
66. [WIC]. Copye vande resolutie van de heeren burghemeesters
ende raden tot Amsterdam op’t stuck vande West-Indische Compagnie.
Genomen in August 1649.
Utrecht, Jan Havick, 1649. 4°. Modern brown half morocco.
€ 1250
Second edition of a splendid satire of the burgomasters and council members of
the city of Amsterdam, presented as an official resolution of the city government
concerning the West India Company (WIC)’s troubles with the Portuguese in
Brazil. The Portuguese had retaken Brazil and other possessions from the WIC and
there was a great debate in the Netherlands as to whether the government should
step in to support the WIC and if so how far they should go. Many investors would
loose everything if the WIC permanently lost its trade in Brazil. The present fake
resolution gives a statement from each of the burgomasters and councillors (under
their real names). Many at the time apparently thought the resolution genuine
and were furious at the authorities, who were not amused. They immediately
published an Examen vande valsche resolutie ... (Examination of the false resolution
...) accusing the anonymous perpetrators of the hoax of deliberately trying to turn
the populace against the council. This may have merely served to advertise the
original pamphlet as a satire, for it was reprinted soon after the original appeared.
Slightly browned, a few small marginal tears and corner of the fifth leaf torn.
Binding rubbed along the extremities. Otherwise in good condition.
[20] pp. Asher 252; Borba de Moraes, pp. 211–212; Sabin 16744; STCN (6 copies); WorldCat (6 other copies).
☞ More on our website

Response to the satirical fake resolution of Amsterdam’s
city government concerning the WIC’s troubles
with the Portuguese in Brazil
67. [WIC – BRAZIL – EXAMEN]. Examen vande valsche resolutie vande
heeren burgemeesters ende raden tot Amsterdam. Op ‘t stuck vande WestIndische Compagnie.
Amsterdam, Abraham de Bruyn, 1649. Small 4° (19 × 14.5 cm). Later blue paper
wrappers.
€ 1500
First edition of an examination of the fake resolution of the burgomasters and council
of Amsterdam on the question of the West India Company. The present pamphlet is a
response to Copye vande resolutie van de heeren burgemeesters ende raden tot Amsterdam ...
(Asher 250–252), a splendid satire of the burgomasters and council members of the city
of Amsterdam, presented, and by many contemporaries accepted, as an official resolution of the city government concerning the West India Company (WIC)’s troubles with
the Portuguese in Brazil. The Portuguese had retaken Brazil and other possessions from
the WIC and there was a great debate in the Netherlands as to whether the government
should step in to support the WIC and if so how far they should go. Many investors
would lose everything if the WIC permanently lost its trade in Brazil. The present fake
resolution gives a statement from each of the burgomasters and councillors (under their
real names). The present pamphlet accuses the anonymous perpetrators of the hoax of
deliberately trying to turn the populace against the council. This may have merely served
to advertise the original pamphlet as a satire, for it was reprinted soon after the original
appeared.
Removed library stamped on title-page. Slightly moulded in the head margin throughout
(with loss of paper at the beginning and end) and the front wrapper detached; a fair copy.
36 pp. Asher 253; Borba de Moraes, p. 297; JCB II, p. 383; Knuttel 6473; Sabin 23344; STCN (6 copies); Tiele 3525.
☞ More on our website

Political pamphlet
with remarks on the Dutch colonies in Brazil
68. [WIC – BRAZIL – EXTRACT]. Extract eens briefs uyt
Vlissingen, inhoudende een roef-praatje, t’scheep voor-gevallen,
tusschen Dort en Ter Vere.
The Hague, D.H. van Waalsdorp [= Antwerp, H. Verdussen], 1650.
Small 4° (17 × 14 cm). With a woodcut device on title-page. 19th-century red sprinkled paper wrappers.
€ 250
First and only edition of a pamphlet responding to the pamphlet entitled
Oogen salve, printed at Rotterdam in 1650, probably by the same author
as the Hollandsche praatjes. The Oogen salve argued, among other things,
that consolidation of the Protestant faith was the main goal of the Union
of Utrecht (1579), while the author of the present pamphlet, among other
things, states the economic effects of the Union. It includes comments on
the WIC (Dutch West India Company) (p. 11), and Dutch colonies and
conquests in Brazil (p. 16).
Browned, with a few marginal spots, overall in good condition.
24 pp. Alden & Landis 650/65; Knuttel 6855; STCN 852333528; Tiele, Pamfletten 3795. ☞ More on
our website
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